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Abstract
Software needs to address security through secure software design patterns. Secure software
design patterns can help remediate software security vulnerabilities. Sensitive information is
stored, transmitted and processed by software that lacks adequate built-in security. Malicious
attackers see value in the data and the vulnerabilities inherent in the design of software systems.
Computers must preserve the access and integrity of confidential data processed by these
software systems. This dissertation evaluates how the Microsoft Security Controls in Visual
Studio 2015 and the 4.5 .NET framework can prevent reflected cross-site scripting in a .NET
application with a POST request to another page with string input. One hundred malicious
scripts were sent to the application before and after the implementation of the Microsoft Security
Controls in the 4.5 .NET framework. The results of the tests were recorded and then evaluated
using quantitative methods to see if there is a relationship between security controls and secure
software design patterns.
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Chapter One
This dissertation will explore secure software design patterns in preventing reflected
cross-site scripting in the programming language C# using the Microsoft.NET framework. This
study quantitatively measured artifacts of secure coding methods in preventing reflective crosssite scripting. There is a literature review of seminal and recent research in design patterns,
software security, and secure software design patterns. This topic is related to the researcher’s
doctorate concentration Information Assurance, which is a synonym for Information Security.
The field of software security is a subset to information security.
Overview/Background
Security requirements are essential to providing a secure environment which is defined as
a requirement that satisfies confidentiality, integrity and availability to data (Harris, 2012).
Security requirements are needed because the cost of cyber-crime in 2009 and 2010 was between
$560 million and $1 trillion dollars of damage to companies who did not have safeguards built
into their software systems (Brecht & Nowey, 2013). It is much cheaper to build a system with
the security requirements early in the planning phase system, than it is to add security later on in
the process.
Problem Opportunity Statement
This dissertation investigated and will contribute to the theory of secure software design
after exploring the opportunity for using Visual Studio 2015 and the .NET 4.5 frameworks that
prevents reflective cross-site scripting to have a more secure code. The ultimate goal of this
thesis was to evaluate and test one software security design pattern, by testing one cross-site
scripting attack pattern, to produce more secure software. The seminal research of Saltzer and
Schroeder (1975) suggests that secure software design can attribute to the following principles:
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fail safe defaults, the economy of mechanism, open design, complete mediation, separation of
privilege, least common mechanism, least privilege, and finally psychological acceptability.
Following these principles, one can create more secure software. This dissertation will more
specifically follow fail safe defaults, principle of least privilege and least common mechanism.
Purpose Statement
The focus of this research is to explore the software security problem and investigate
potential security patterns to remediate software security vulnerabilities. The resolve of this
research is to offer a broad investigation of secure software design patterns, through a literature
review and then study possible secure software design patterns that can make software more
secure. Once the literature has been researched, and academic and practitioner best practices
have been found. a traditional research method will be conducted evaluating one cross-site
scripting attack against a .NET application written by the researcher. Then using the same source
code, with the use and evaluation of the Microsoft Security 4.5 framework available in Visual
Studio 2015 the same cross-site scripting attack pattern will be tested against the new
application. This dissertation evaluated the effectiveness of Microsoft Security 4.5 framework
secure software design pattern in preventing reflective cross-site scripting.
Once data has been collected and analyzed using quantitative statistical methods, a
conclusion and future research section will be offered for further examination and study. The
behavior of the new remediated code was recorded in the results of the proxy tool, Burp Suite
Professional and in an Microsoft Office Excel Spreadsheet using the binary form of ones and
zeros to represent the results. The presence of cross-site scripting is represented in a binary one
and the absence of cross-site scripting is represented in a binary zero. The insecure code is
represented by a binary one and the secure code is represented by a binary zero. The status code
2

of the HTTP request and response was recorded. The data was examined with IBM SPSS
statistical analysis tool with a chi squared test.
Research Question
What can we discover from applying a security pattern to the study of security attacks?
To investigate the research question, an examination of the relevant literature and past strategies
identified some potential candidates for exploration.
McGraw et al. (2009) discuss software security often being the weakest link in computer
systems. They also consider how outsourcing and using un-vetted software vendors increase
risk exposure to the companies using the software. The authors’ also consider the use of legacy
systems increasing the number of vulnerabilities in software. The writers’ offer some solutions
to the problems, being conformance, trustworthiness and predictable execution (Barnum et al.,
2009).
Ardi, Byers, and Shahmerhri (2006) suggest that software security needs to be “built in”
to the software development life cycle and not “bolted on” at the end (McGraw et al., 2006).
Theories have influenced the concept of secure patterns design of the researcher’s dissertation.
Alternate Hypothesis
A security pattern applied during software development will block security attacks.
Null- Hypothesis
A security pattern applied during software development will not block security attacks.

Theoretical Perspectives/Conceptual Framework
This dissertation used the nascent theory research archetype because even though the
seminal study of Saltzer and Schroeder (1975) is over forty years old, McGraw et al. (2006)
suggest it is a new area only existing for the past decade. Edmonson and McManus (2007)
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suggest the nascent theory when there is minimal approach living in the field. The researcher
believed a quantitative methodology with a traditional design approach to this topic, best suited
the software secure design patterns, after a thorough literature review of software security
grounded in the research of Saltzer and Schroeder (1975).
Assumptions/Biases
Research bias is a natural phenomenon. One of the biases in this study was that security
software patterns may have a positive effect on the safety of the software product when applied
early in the requirements and design process. Prior experience working in the software security
field led to the conviction that secure design patterns show promise for increasing software
security. More assumptions and biases were created because the researcher had not been a fulltime software developer for many years. This study was limited to his knowledge of Visual
Studio .NET and the C# programming language. The researcher was lacking some of the skills
to complete this study and had to take online classes and read books to be adequately prepared
for the programming part of the analysis. The study was also limited by the researcher’s lack of
knowledge of statistics. It is a possibility that other more advanced statistical tests could have
been used to prove correlation and prove reliability and validity.
Significance of the Study
This dissertation will contribute to the body of knowledge by recommending, describing,
and evaluating the use of a secure software design pattern for scholars and software security
practitioners. It will also help future doctoral students who are interested in exploring additional
solutions to software security problems to build upon the discoveries noted in this study.
The significance of the study showed that software traditionally has numerous defects and is
designed with vulnerabilities that permit malicious threat actors to exploit the software and its
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behavior, reducing its ability to conform to requirements. Vulnerable software leads to data
integrity issues, potential data loss, and business impacts due to a variety of security concerns,
including ransomware. The exploits of these vulnerabilities damage the enterprise as well as the
brand name and result in financial impacts. Possible solutions in remediating software security
vulnerabilities ensure the confidentiality, integrity and availability of computing assets and
ensure brand name protection of organizations (Harris, 2012).
Delimitations
The delimitations of this dissertation, focused on exploring software security patterns for
use during software development, with an emphasis on the requirements and design of the new
product. In particular, the research examined reflective cross-site scripting in the Microsoft .NET
programming language and identified opportunities for defining a pattern for use in addressing
vulnerabilities early in the software design and development lifecycle. This study only
investigated the HTTP POST request and did not investigate a HTTP GET request.
Additionally, this thesis only analyzed one type of cross-site scripting, being reflective cross-site
scripting: of the three different types being reflected, DOM based and stored cross-site scripting.
There are also numerous other software security vulnerabilities that were not investigated
including, SQL injection, cross-site request forgery, directory traversal, command injection,
detailed error messages and other software security vulnerabilities that have been identified in
scholarly and practitioner literature. Another delimitation of this study was that it only focused
on the programming language C#. There are numerous other programming languages that have
software security vulnerabilities including the C programming, C++, Python, Perl, Java and
many more that are used to write code to support todays computing infrastructure.
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Limitations
During the definition of a suitable security software design pattern, certain types of
security threats evaluated the behavior of the pattern. The boundaries of the study were that this
research focused on the Microsoft .NET architecture and how it applies in the C# programming
language. The investigation explored reflective cross-site scripting for secure remediation
patterns and not other software security vulnerabilities that are plaguing the security of custom
software products. The results of the study were unknown and the processing power of the
computer was limited to a Windows 7 Parallels virtual machine that is running on a 2014
MacBook Pro with one terabyte of data and 16 gigabytes of memory. The study was tested on a
lab environment without access to a development or production environment that would be used
in developing C# software.

This experiment only proved or disproved a certain software

security control design pattern under the conditions in the lab environment at that specific time
and place and should not be considered replicable with the certain lines of code written and the
time stamp of the experiment.
Definition of Terms
Software- the programs that run on a computer, and in this study, are Microsoft .NET programs
are written in C# and developed during the software development lifecycle for business use.
Security- the state of being free from danger or threat.
Software Security- software that is free from errors, flaws and is not exploitable protecting the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the software that uses the data
Confidentiality- a set of rules or a promise that limits access or places restrictions on certain
types of information.
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Integrity- regarding data, the insurance that information can only be accessed or modified by
those authorized to do so.
Availability- the ability of a user to access information or resources in a specified location and
the correct format when needed.
Authorization- the function of specifying access rights to resources related to information
security.
Authentication- the process by which a system verifies the identity of a user who wishes to
access a computing resource.
Vulnerability- is a weakness which allows an attacker to reduce a system's information
assurance.
Exploit- a sequence of commands that take advantage of a bug or vulnerability to cause the
unintended or unanticipated behavior to occur on computing software.
Asset- any component of the device that supports information related activities.
Risk- is the potential of losing something of value.
Threat- anything that has the potential to cause serious harm to a computer system.
General Overview of the Research Design
This study developed a C# .NET web application. This web application had one web
input form in the value of a string. The research looked at the reflected cross-site scripting
vulnerable in this application and sent a malicious cross-site scripting script in an attempt to
exploit the vulnerability in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. Next, the Microsoft Security secure
software design pattern framework 4.5 was implemented. Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 used,
and the same malicious cross-site scripting script was directed to the new “Secure” application to
verify that this secure pattern prevents reflected cross site scripting. The existing Microsoft
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Secure Software Design Solution was applied to the problem of cross-site scripting in Microsoft
.NET. This research was traditional and quantifiably measured the effectiveness of the secure
software pattern. The data was analyzed with IBM SPSS statistical analysis tool with a chi
squared test to see statistical analysis correlation tests.
Summary of Chapter One
This study used a custom Microsoft .NET application to test a malicious java script crosssite scripting attack. This dissertation looked at the reflected cross-site scripting that is
vulnerable in this application and sent a malicious script in an attempt to exploit the software
security vulnerability. Then the Microsoft .NET 4.5 security software design pattern framework
was implemented, and the same malicious cross-site scripting script was directed to the new
“Secure” application to verify that this secure pattern prevents reflected cross-site scripting. The
behavior of the new remediated code was recorded in proxy tool, Burp Suite Professional and the
results of the test was recorded in an Microsoft Office Excel spreadsheet using the binary form of
ones and zeros to represent the results. The presence of cross-site scripting was represented in a
binary one and the absence of cross-site scripting was represented in a binary zero in the
Microsoft Office Excel Spreadsheet. The insecure code was represented by a binary one and the
secure code by a binary zero.

The data was analyzed with IBM SPSS statistical analysis tool

with a chi square test.
Organization of Dissertation
This dissertation continued with a literature review of software security and secure
software design patterns recommended by industry and academia to ensure the confidentiality,
integrity and availability of sensitive data (Harris, 2012). Chapter Three examined the methods
part of the thesis by exploring reflected cross site scripting in the custom-made Microsoft .NET
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application. One cross-site scripting attack pattern from Madou et al. was sent as an attack on
the application, and the results were recorded (2009). Then the Microsoft Security Framework
4.5 secure software design pattern was implemented, and the same attack pattern sent to the
application and those results were also recorded. The results of the study were examined with
statistical analysis and conclusion, and include a suggestion for future work in the area of secure
software design patterns.
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Chapter Two
The literature review of this dissertation discussed the software security problem and the
different types of software security vulnerabilities that were explored. These vulnerabilities
include: the SQL injection software security vulnerability; the cross-site scripting vulnerability,
which is the topic of this traditional quantitative research dissertation; the software security
problem as defined by giants in the field; software security design patterns that attempt to make
software more secure; software security remediation, the conceptual framework of the
dissertation; and then finally a conclusion on the literature.
Web applications are pervasive. They are integral to the critical computing infrastructure
of the world: like electronic commerce, banking, healthcare, defense, and handle sensitive data.
Unfortunately, developers who do not have much software security skills, are creating web
applications. This lack of experience often results in websites that have software security
vulnerabilities (Balzarotti, Cova, Felmetsger, Jovanovic, Kirda, Kruegel, & Vigna, 2008).
Information security vulnerabilities must be identified and remediated at each phase of software
development life cycle, from requirements engineering to design, implementation, and
deployment and testing (Yoshioka, Washizaki, & Maruyama, 2008).
Web Related Protocols and Tools
A web application runs on port 80 and port 443 and consists of four tiers: the application
layer which is hypertext markup language (HTML, JavaScript code Adobe Flash applications
and Java Applets, the data layer is where the database resides the presentation tier which where
the functionality of the website to client and finally the logic layer (Luo, 2001). Port 80 is were
HTTP runs and port 443 is where HTTPS dwells. The logic layer is the web application itself,
and the logic tier implements the business logic of a web application. The logic level being the
heart of the Internet application through vulnerable functionalities and user input that is poorly
10

executed. The data layer is the most important to business and is the information used by the
application. The data layer is most closely related to the database of the application. Malicious
hackers exploit the trust relationship between the end user or victim and the web components
used by the organization conducting online transactions (Luo, 2001).
Software security breaches have made national and international news in recent years,
these software security breaches have challenged software security experts to solve the problem
of building software that does not have security holes (Hakidis, Chatzigeorgiou & Stephanides,
2004). Computer software security is not a nice feature to have but a necessity when working in
an interconnected-online environment. Society’s computing infrastructure relies on a secure,
interlocked and quickly expanding network of software systems and information systems. The
risks to these systems can be severe and have disastrous consequences. Threats are coming from
multiple directions including external, internal, accidental, intentional and finally highly
organized malicious hackers (Fernandez, Washizaki, Yoshioka, Kubo, & Fukazawa, 2008).
Information can leak through non-hostile actors or hostile actors. Non-hostile actors
include a business partner, a reckless employee or a new employee. A hostile agent could
include a disgruntled employee, a radical activist, a competitor, a terrorist, government spy or a
malicious hacker (Carter, 2016). The cyber security of information systems is important because
cyber exploitation is rising. It is vital for software coders, software security experts and system
architects to develop expertise in specifying network security. Executive senior management
must support information technology initiatives with resources and capital (Allen, Barnum,
Ellison, McGraw & Mead, 2009).
There are three generations of security: the first being checklists of controls, the second
dividing functional requirements into engineering partitions and mechanical complexity, and
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then finally, the third generation creating theoretical models of both the security-insecurity and
the mitigating security control (Bellovin, 2008) & (Baskerville, 1993). The focus of this
research is the generation of secure software design patterns in the creation of theoretical models
of both the security-insecurity and the mitigating security control.
One of the solutions to software-insecurity is a software security design pattern. A
software security design pattern model is a comprehensive solution to a recurrent cyber security
issue. The pattern idea, to secure software security in an original sense, came from architecture
with Christopher Alexander building structures and towns in similar architecture patterns (1976).
A cyber security pattern condenses information security knowledge, in the form of functioned
resolutions, to repetitive software issues offering concerns and trade-offs in the practice of the
model. The Gang of Four consisting of Gamma, Helm, Johnson and Vlissides extended
Alexander’s work into computer programming in 1995. Software security design patterns can be
structural or procedural. Structural Patterns are software infrastructure patterns whereas
procedural patterns are programming steps for software to perform a function securely. Software
security models can also apply at developmental and implementation levels. Procedural patterns
are used to improve the process for the development of critical security software (Kienzle &
Elder, 2002).
The Gang of Four Design Patterns includes abstract factory, method, participant
correspondence, builder, creational, factory, prototype, composite, singleton, adapter, decorator,
façade, bridge, proxy, flyweight, command, interpreter, iterator and a chain of responsibility
(Gamma et al., 1995). Many of these patterns have been used to disseminate knowledge and
solve software design issues. Buschman et al. have developed a template to the original Gang of
Four model that includes: the designation and conclusion of the pattern being used; what the
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pattern is also known as, or supplementary names of the pattern; an example of the pattern in
practice to demonstrate the purpose and the advantage of the pattern; the circumstance of the
pattern; and in what circumstances the pattern applies to a software security vulnerability. The
problem is an explanation of the problematic security issue that the security pattern addresses,
the solution is an example of how the problematic security issue remediated, variants are various
types of the pattern and finally, consequences and tradeoffs of using the pattern (2007).
The ten best practices to software security suggested by McGraw are as follows:
Make sure that you know the business that you are protecting and support the business with
security, which means software security experts need to understand how the business works and
how to secure it. Protect the Brand Your Customers trust, which (Krutz, & Vines, 2002) &
(Kienzle & Elder, Hafiz, Adamczyk & Johnson, 2007). Software security experts need to
prevent data breaches that end up in the news. Ensure Compliance with Governance,
Regulations, and Privacy, which entail passing regulatory compliance including Payment Card
Industry (PCI) compliance, Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), and the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) depending on what industry the business is in. Ensuring the
Protection of Sensitive Information Solutions is making sure that sensitive data transactions
protected. Understand the Technology of the software-developed means that developers and
software security engineers need to understand the frameworks in the development of software.
Software must build with Secure Features and mitigating software security controls. Developers
and software security experts must know the Basic Tenets of Software Security including
confidentiality, integrity, and availability, authorization and authentication (Harris, 2012).
Developers and software security experts must educate themselves and other people in the
organization on the steps to construct software securely with industry and academic secure
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software development best practices. Deploying software with reliable features would include
the use of web application firewalls and other security features in using software to a production
environment (2004).
Rasoolzadegan in his 2016 research paper offered steps for securing Gang of Four design
patterns. They include: identify and select a design pattern, conduct a vulnerability analysis,
determine if the software is vulnerable or not then if the software is vulnerable, search for a
solution or security patterns and then augment that model with a security mechanism and finally
verify and validate the security profile. This is important to this thesis as it is recent research that
applies software security patterns to secure software, which the Microsoft 4.5 Security
framework anti-cross-site scripting pattern builds on. Zurko looked at having concentrated client
security to mention cyber security templates, machinery, methods, and software that have end
customer usability as the primary goal (1996). There are three categories for client-focused
security, which are being using usability examination and methods to secure software systems,
new software security models, and instruments to secure software systems and finally creating
software security models and devices for available client systems. The main idea that Zurko
explored was considering the customer needs as the principal design objective at the beginning
of secure software development (1996).
There are multiple obstacles regarding security that are incorporating what is the weakest
link to the system of equipment. The various security barriers include the host operating system,
network services, the service or application, the effect of software security and severe software
security exploits and flaws (Steel, & Nagappan, 2006). There are four Ws to software security
when applying it to business. They are:
Who are we protecting the applications from (malicious attack)?
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What software applications are we protecting?
Why are we protecting them (the applications)?
Where should we protect them (What areas of the application)?
The approaches for building high-security software and a united method for software
security policies that include best practices, design patterns, preemptive appraisal, reality checks
profiling, protective schemes, recovery, proactive and reactive security and finally
continuousness plans (Steel & Nagappan, 2006). As new software security vulnerabilities are
unraveled by malicious hackers, software security experts are finding it difficult to anticipate
new attacks. Software security patterns can disseminate specialized security knowledge to
developers who have less experience with software security (Hafiz, Adamczyk & Johnson,
2007).
There is a design and development gap, and security planning tends to be relegated later
in the software development process. Cyber security experts are worried about the safety and
security of a system and developers are focused on creating a software system that works and
meets functional requirements. Protecting the data processed by the software is often handled
later in the software development process through intrusion detection, prevention and mitigation
efforts. Software security experts look at non-functional requirements and goals of software
security. But software developers know that security is only one, non-functional goal of many
goals, including performance, quality, and scalability (Wiegers, 2013).
Software security patterns are means to educate developers and disseminate software
security knowledge in the usage of known useful results to repeated software security problems.
Software Security patterns are deliberate and need to be implemented and comprehended by
software coders, thus allowing software coders to access the strengths and disadvantages of
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different methods to permit coders to construct educated trade-off choices concerning security
and other objectives of the software system (Kienzle, Elder, Tyree & Edwards-Hewitt, 2002).
Austin, Smith, and Williams suggest for improved software security there must be a minimum
level of security, correctness, interoperability, and reliability. These software characteristics
combined are not only security factors but also quality factors (2010).
Software Security Vulnerabilities
There are many relevant concepts when talking about software security attacks,
vulnerabilities, and countermeasures. An asset is anything that has worth to the company or
organization (Chou-Hong Chen, 2002). A vulnerability is a backdoor or flaw in the information
technology system, which permits a malicious attacker to compromise the standard functioning
of the information system (Alves-Foss & Barbosa, 1995). A threat is a potential method that an
attacker can use to break the well-being of a module of the computer system (Pfleeger,&
Pfleeger, 2002). An attack is a prearranged set of deliberate, malicious and unjustifiable
activities, which tries to exploit the availability, integrity, confidentiality or any other preferred
item of an information technology system (Miller & Gregory, 2016). Malicious attackers’ goals
are to halt or disrupt computing service availability or access to confidential information and
inappropriately modify the integrity of the computing system (Elahi, Yu, & Zannone, 2010).
There is a common template and a tutorial to secure software patterns. There is also a
repository with a worked example system and a security patterns model. The software security
patterns description consists of an abstract, name, the problem it solves, the solution the security
pattern offers, examples of use of the security pattern, issues with it, tradeoffs of using the
security pattern, patterns that are related to the security pattern and finally references for the
security pattern (Kienzle & Elder, 2002).
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The Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) organization reports on the top twenty-five
software security vulnerabilities gathered by industry and academic partners (Sharma, Johari &
Sarma, 2012). Part of this dissertation will discuss five secure software-programming defects
including SQL injection, Cross Site Scripting, Directory Traversal, Cross-Site Request Forgery
and finally insecure configuration management (MITRE, 2016).
SQL Injection
SQL injection stands for Structured Query Language and is pronounce Sequel and occurs
when the web application does not properly validate input and allows for direct SQL commands
to a database. SQL stands for Structured Query Language and is pronounced sequel. SQL
injection can be Boolean based or blind. Boolean-based SQL injection is when data inputted by
the end user is interpreted as a SQL command to the backend database. SQL injection is when
the data and a function call mix into one dynamic query. Blind SQL injection occurs when there
are no error messages displayed back to the malicious hacker to let him or her know that he or
she has connected to the backend database. A SQL injection attack can cause loss of integrity
and confidentiality to data stored in the database (Harris, 2012).

The software security fix for

SQL injection is to use a centralized validation mechanism to the database and use parameterized
queries in the software source code connecting to the database (Netsparker Knowledge Base,
2015).
SQL injection structured query language is a database driven in an interpreted language
used in web applications, which create SQL statements integrating client supplied text or data. If
the SQL statements are completed in dynamically mixing code with SQL instructions, then the
web application is susceptible to SQL injection attack. For example, if the client data is not
validated using white list validation, then attackers can craft a malicious SQL statement that can
perform a malicious indiscriminate malevolent code on the vulnerable database or change the
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integrity or confidentiality of the data bank (Sharma, Johari, & Sarma, 2012). White list
validation is accepting known good input from a client or end user. Blacklist validation is
rejecting known bad input from a customer or end user. It is a software security practice to try
and use white list validation when creating validation mechanisms. The software security
problem of SQL injection is that a web application uses a database to accept input from another
system or a client, and the database concatenates hard-coded SQL statement data and forms
comprehensive query statement structure; the dynamically generated query gets executed and
concatenates the result with malicious database code (Sharma, Johari, & Sarma, 2012).
Threat agents use attack vectors to exploit security weaknesses that have technical and
detrimental impact to businesses. Security controls are put in place to manage the risk. The
injection attack is easy to exploit, has an everyday occurrence and an average detectability. The
technical impacts of injection are severe and can result in data loss or corruption and complete
takeover of the host. The business impact of the vulnerability is that the data on the database
could be stolen, deleted or modified affecting the confidentiality, integrity and availability of
data. SQL injection triggered by a web application that accepts data from untrusted sources,
causes the web application to fail to validate data and dynamically construct a SQL query to the
database backing the application. The industry suggested remediation plan, is the defense in
depth in database design, identify attempts of intrusion to database through logs, use
parameterized queries and do whitelist input validation (Dougherty, 2012). Different types of
SQL injection attacks include malformed queries, union query and a piggybacked query
(Halfond & Orso, 2007). SQL injection based on the data extraction model being either out-ofband on inline or in the band. SQL injection used by a malicious attacker to by bypass
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authentication, extract data from the database or to identify injectable parameters (Julme,
Paliwal, Badhe, Narayane & Bhise, n.d)
Cross-Site Scripting
Cross-Site Scripting allows a hacker to execute a malicious and dynamic script, whether
it is Visual Basic (VB) Script or JavaScript in the context of the application. There are multiple
attack vectors for a cross-site scripting attack. When software security experts are proving crosssite scripting security in a vulnerable software system, the software security experts create a popup dialog box with JavaScript code. Malicious hackers use cross-site scripting attack to steal
cookie sessions from victims. The different types of cross-site scripting include stored, reflected
and DOM based cross-site scripting. Cross-site scripting is prevented by having all data be input
validated and output encoded. Some encoding libraries to prevent Cross-Site Scripting include
the Microsoft 4.5 Security Framework secure software pattern for .NET and the OWASP
Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) for Java (Netsparker Knowledge Base, 2015) & (OWASP,
2016).
Cross-Site Scripting is a typical web software vulnerability that involves echoing
malicious dynamic script code into a client’s browser via web pages looked at by victims. Here
the attackers host, or injects, dynamic malicious attack code developed in Java, HTML,
JavaScript or Active X. The reflected cross-site scripting vulnerability is exploited when the
web application server does not correctly sanitize the output of the Internet server to the visiting
web client on a web browser. In Reflected cross-site scripting the malicious attacker marks a
visitor of a particular website test. ‘vulnerabletoXSS.com’ containing reflected cross-site
scripting vulnerability and fools the targeted victim into clicking on a maliciously crafted URL.
The victim intends to visit the website he or she has been doing online transactions with
‘vulnerabletoXSS.com’’ and did so, but in the process, the client-side script/code confined in the
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malicious URL provided by the attacker gets performed, thereby aiding the attacker to gain
access to sensitive cookies or sensitive user credentials (Sharma, Johari, & Sarma, 2012).
The reason for the number of cross-site scripting vulnerabilities in websites in the world
is that software developers do not have security experience or a background in software security.
Moreover, software developers have time constraints to finish the end product, and developers
often pick functionality and making product deadlines, over software security. There are four
steps to a malicious hacker successful launching cross-site scripting attacks. First, the victim
visits the malicious attacker’s website on the hacker’s web server and then the victim clicks on
an evil implanted URL link. A HTTP request containing JavaScript code is sent to the trusted
server the victim is browsing on the web page. The trusted server then displays an error
message enclosing the label of the malicious source, which is usually in the form of JavaScript
code. The Malicious JavaScript code performed and the victim’s cookie linked with the trusted
web application server and is directed to the malicious attacker's server (Kirda., Jovanovic,
Kruegel, & Vigna, 2009).
Non-persistent cross-site scripting vulnerability is the most common cross-site scripting
vulnerability. The malicious attack cross-site scripting code isn't persistently stored on the web
application server but rather the malicious code is immediately reflected back to the victim’s
browser. Persistent cross-site scripting keeps malicious code stored in a database, file system, or
other position maintained by the server. This is later exposed to users without being encoded
using HyperText Markup Language (HTML) entities. DOM based cross site scripting attacks
are executed by tampering the DOM “environment” in the client side instead of sending any
malicious code to the server (Saha, 2009). Current defense strategies, two distinct
countermeasures for cross-site scripting, is output sanitation prevention and input filtering.
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Output sanitation is the encoding of potential malicious programming tags, and input filtering is
the form of whitelist validation (Saha, 2009).
Suspicious possible cross-site scripting input that may contain code injection payload is
moreover encoded, excluded, or the malicious parts of the script are disconnected with removal
filters, if output sanitation is used, special characters such as <,” or ‘ are HTML URL encoded
beforehand end user-contributed data injected into the outward-bound HTML request. Both of
these mitigating countermeasures of output encoding and input validation usually fail either
because of improper implementation or they are not used to the all-encompassing set of usersupplied data (Johns, Engelmann, & Posegga, 2008).
Cross-Site Scripting flaws occur whenever an application takes untrusted data and sends
it to a web browser without proper validation or escaping. Cross-Site Scripting allows for
attackers to execute scripts in the victims’ browser, which can hijack user sessions, redirect users
to malicious websites or deface websites (Grossman, 2007). Cross Site Scripting is a means of
an attack through malicious HTML tags that embedded in client requests (CERT, 2000). Crosssite scripting has an average exploitability with an enormous, widespread prevalence in the world
that is simple to detect. The technical impact of cross-site scripting is moderate (OWASP,
2016).
The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP), offers multiple rules in
preventing cross-site scripting. They include, HTML escape before inserting untrusted data into
HTML content JavaScript Escape before using untrusted data, attribute escape before inserting
untrusted data into HTML common attributes; URL escape before inserting untrusted data in
HTML URL parameters; Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) escape and strictly validate before
inserting untrusted data into HTML style property values. Sanitize HTML markup with a library
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designed for the job, use HTTP only cookie flag, prevent DOM-based XSS, implement content
security policy and use the X-XSS protection response header (OWASP, 2010). Developers
must look at the functions of the application and determine which part of the application is most
vulnerable to cross-site scripting attacks (Cook, 2003).
Software Security Problem
Usually, users through web browsers’ request online resources from the Internet server of
the web application, and the web server responds with the resources through the HTTP protocol
that is stateless, meaning that time and state not maintained. Therefore, web applications use
cookies as a mechanism to create HTTP sessions. Since the cookies can both identify and
authenticate the users, this makes cookies a valuable target for malicious attackers. Cookies are
often used to gather the session identification for web applications as a method to require
authentication to the website. (Sharma, Gupta, & Gupta, 2012).
Directory Traversal is an attack that allows an hacker to gain access to sensitive
information stored in a website directory. The fix for a directory traversal attack is to turn off
directory listing settings in the settings on the web server. At the very least, a forbidden error
message should be displayed back to the user if a malicious hacker is trying to browse the
contents of website directories. Malicious hackers can access sensitive data stored in those
directories. For more defense-in-depth software security control in preventing a directory
traversal attack, a generic error message should put in place instead of the forbidden error
message that is usually standard on websites (Netsparker Knowledge Base, 2015). This generic
error message should say something to the effect “there has been a problem with your request,
please click the back button.”
Cross-site Request Forgery is an advanced software attack that many software developers
and even software security experts have issues grasping the concepts and applicability of the
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vulnerability. Cross-site Request Forgery is an attack when a malicious attacker forces an
innocent user to execute malicious actions on the website where the innocent user already
authenticated. A nonce or validation token needs to be used to prevent a cross-site request
forgery attack (Netsparker Knowledge Base, 2015). A nonce is a random number generator
token attached to the cookie. A phishing attack can use the cross-site request Forgery attack
against a victim to expose sensitive data.
Insecure configuration management includes a whole list of software security
vulnerabilities including out-of-date software hosting a web server, having detailed error
messages that display sensitive workings of the application, not validating user input, and
insecurely configuring the server. During code reviews, software security experts find plain text
passwords in the web.config file on a server. The web.config file is located in the root directory
of a website. If an attacker has access to the web.config file, he or she also has the credentials to
the database or another software system that the application connects to. These passwords must
be hashed with a proven and secure security algorithm to protect the confidentiality, integrity,
and availability of data on the database (Harris, 2012).
McGraw and Chess preceded the five vulnerabilities that the Open Web Application
Security Project (OWASP) with their paper Seven Pernicious Kingdoms: A Taxonomy of
software security errors. Chess and McGraw suggest seven areas for developers to explore when
it comes to software security including API abuse, Input Validation and Representation, Time
and State, Security Features Errors, and finally Code Quality and Environment. McGraw writes
again in another one of his journal articles, that managing software security risk is a challenge
because there are many software security risks including creating software security abuse/misuse
cases, listing normative requirements, using static code analysis tools, performing architectural
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risk analysis and performing penetration testing (2004). McGraw mentions multiple times that
the problem of software insecurity is the trinity of trouble, which he suggests in is: extensibility,
connectivity, and complexity (2004). In the 21st century, systems are becoming more connected
and more sophisticated, and legacy systems extended beyond their typical use case. If you add
the Internet of things IoT as well, this makes for an atrocious security nightmare to manage all
the devices, data, and software, ensuring the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of that
data (McGraw, 2004).
Potter and McGraw attempt to define the difference between network security and
software security in their article Software Security Testing (2004). Like McGraw’s earlier texts
he references software security pillars and adds to his theory about the importance of having
software security artifacts throughout the entire software development lifecycle (2004). Potter
and McGraw discuss the importance of separation-of-concerns by stating that software
decomposed into separate “concerns” or problems that are separated modules of software. Potter
and McGraw state the importance of separating these “security concerns” to secure and
application entirely. Doing this allows for “security logic” to be distinct from “functional logic”
(Potter & McGraw, 2004).
The solution that McGraw offers in many of his papers and books is to solve the software
security problem with three pillars. The three components of software security are risk
management; knowledge and software security touch points (2006). Risk management is all
about managing risks and threats. Knowledge is disseminating secure software development to
developers creating software systems. Software Security Touch Points include requirements and
use cases, abuse cases, security requirements, design, risk analysis before and after design,
external review before test plans, risk-based security tests after test plans and before coding.
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Code reviews after coding, then test results risk analysis after test results, penetration testing
after risk analysis then finally during security operations field feedback (McGraw, 2004).
Secure Software Design Patterns
Howard and Lipner from Microsoft, came up with the Security Development Life Cycle
which includes: security requirements with a risk assessment and quality gates, design with
design requirements, threat modeling and attack surface analysis an implementation phase with
static code analysis and a list of approved tools for review, verification with fuzz testing and
dynamic analysis and finally release cycle with security report and an incident response plan
(2006).
The CLASP Vulnerability Lexicon created by the Open Web Application Security
Project(OWASP) for a classification structure of software security activities in the software
development life cycle. The CLASP security concept is based on views such as the concepts
view, the role-based view, the activity assessment view and finally the vulnerability view. These
different views have different security activities built into the process that allows developers to
integrate CLASP into their software development lifecycle (CLASP, 2016). CLASP activities
are similar to McGraw’s touch points and Howard and Lipner’s Security Development Lifecycle.
Karim, Albuolayan, Saba, & Rehman, offer a proposed framework for the Secure
Software Development Life Cycle through a case study implementing security throughout the
software development lifecycle, by creating a security plan, identifying, reporting and mitigating
risks, creating a security policy and applied security in requirements, design, implementation and
testing (2016). Chess and Larkin add to McGraw’s touch points adding that it is necessary to
add software security touch points throughout the software development lifecycle injecting these
touch points through standard software development processes (2011).

For instance, in

requirements and use cases Chess and Arkin suggests having abuse cases and security
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requirements. For the design portion of software development Chess and Arkin, purposes risk
analysis before the development and after the design (2011). In the testing phase of software
development Chess and Arkin advocates the use of and external review and using risk-based
security threats. At the code level, static code analysis tools are best used according to Chess
and Arkin. In the test results and field feedback area of development Chess and Arkin believes it
to be best important to have penetration testing conducted and security breaks (2011).
In Anabalgan’s, A Study of Software Security Problem Disclosure, Correction and
Patching Processes. (2011). Anabalagan suggests that many of the problems with software
security are the quick release and patch cycle (2011). Anabalagan adds to the body of
knowledge of software security by offering solutions by having better secure development
processes and better defenses for vulnerable software (2011). Fernandez introduced the issue of
software insecurity with the theory of this paper, but Fernandez lacked the application of the
theory to actual secure software systems (2004). Fernandez suggests patterns secure software
design patterns in an insecure Java application. In the introduction of the paper, Fernandez’s
promise is to introduce secure software models using object oriented design and unified
modeling language. The actual theory of secure software patterns that Fernandez suggests is
reliable and well researched (2004).

The process that the paper introduced about developing

secure software is not a new one, but the process is clear and precise and necessary. Fernandez
proposes as many other software security experts, that security principles are applied at each
phase of the software development life cycle, including, but not limited to, the requirement
stages, analysis stage, design stage and implementation stage (2004).
Fernandez converses use cases and attack patterns but never really shows them to the
reader (2004).

He also displays how these secure software design principles are utilized in a
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voting analogy for a democratic society. Fernandez concludes his paper by stating that a
combination of both patterns and multilayer architectures with reusable and systematic processes
will be needed to design secure systems (2004). Fernandez gets the pattern theory right, but he
lacks the actual applicability of how these patterns can be implemented (2004).
Geri, Ray, and France discovered that aspect-oriented architecture could be modeled
autonomously as aspects that entwined into examples of critical functionality with security.
Listings of the different kinds of malicious attacks are used to recognize the needed properties of
policy for weaving them into the design of software. The two separate quantities of fabricating
procedures that are required are weaving order and them of the weaving process (2002).
Hoglund and McGraw offered a taxonomy of how to exploit software breaking the attack
classification down to an attack pattern with a name and unique ID of the assault pattern, related
weaknesses and vulnerabilities, describing and diagnosing information, methods of attacks and
examples, vulnerabilities, similar attack patterns, threats (2004). Barnum and Sethi add to
Hoglund’s and McGraw’s attack pattern security work with attack pattern classification, name,
and taxonomy including the offensive preconditions, related vulnerability or weakness, attack
description, technique of the malicious attack, attack motivation-consequence, the level of skill
or knowledge required for the attack and finally the resources required for the attack.
Gegick and Williams analyzed security vulnerabilities from Secunia, Security Focus,
Help Net Security, Security Tracker to analyze the type of vulnerabilities that materialize and the
methods used to attack the weaknesses. Gegick and Williams’ research suggest that an abstract
pattern in the method of a regular expression can pinpoint software security vulnerabilities in
software applications of the future (2007). Yskout, Scandariato, Schmidt, & Yu created the
procedure of co-developing requests, and the software construction denoted to as the Twin Peaks
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model. In the Security Twin Peaks Model, modules are supporting the security requirement and
also fulfilling security functionality. Roles are then connected to the primary resolution to the
concrete construction and the expectancies on such roles and residual security goals (2011).
There are multiple stakeholders that are involved in making software secure: they
include the client-side project manager, auditors, business analysts, industry group delivery
heads, project managers, technical architects, developers and coders, team leads, application
owners, information technology managers, security specialists, top management and finally
business unit heads (Paul, 2016). All of these stakeholders have different roles and
responsibilities in the software development life cycle as well as similar and competing goals on
what security features that are needed to add to a software system. The stakeholders that Paul
points out all have to speak a common software security language and have basic knowledge of
software security principles that McGraw and Chess mention in their work (2016).
This dissertation investigated the theory of secure software design. The ultimate purpose
of was to provide methods to produce more secure software. The seminal research of Saltzer and
Schroeder (1975) suggest that secure software design attributed to the following principles: fail
safe defaults, the economy of mechanism, open design, complete mediation, separation of
privilege, least common mechanism, least privilege, and finally psychological acceptability.
Following these seminal software security design principles, one can create more secure
software. The economy of the mechanism is the concept of keeping the design simple and less
complicated. An example of the principle of economy of mechanism, would be shared objects,
modular code, and centralized services. Fail-safe defaults are when access to resources, denied
by default, and access to such properties are granted explicitly. An instance of the principle of
fail-safe defaults applied would be a transaction processed with another use case of
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authentication to conduct the transaction. Complete mediation is checking permissions each
time a subject requests access to objects. A visualization of complete mediation would be not
having credentials cached or stored in the browser for a web session. Open design is when the
design is not a secret, but rather the implementation of the safeguard is, and security by obscurity
is not a security feature. Using open, robust, secure cryptographic algorithms is an example of
implementation of open design and relying on the private key of the cryptographic function.
Separation of privilege is when more than one condition is required to complete a computational
task and to use compartmentalized duties and split keys. Least privilege is rights are minimal,
and users of the system are granted access explicitly. Least privilege includes non-administrative
accounts and the security feature of the need-to- know access. Least common mechanism is the
principle of applying standard mechanisms to more than one user or process shared. An example
of the least common mechanism is role-based dynamic libraries and functions. Psychological
acceptability is the security mechanism that is unbeknownst to the end user, for ease of use and
acceptance, including help dialogs that are visually appealing icons (Saltzer and Schroeder,
1975).
In his Book Software Security, Gary McGraw offers ten secure design principles for
developers to follow to make software more secure. Protect the brand your customers trust; in
the event of cyber-crimes victims will look to see who will be held accountable. Most of the
businesses that have had a cyber security breach will be responsible, and customers will lose
faith in the organization’s brand. Know your business and support it with secure solutions
security has been created to help business. Business does not support security. It is important to
realize that security is in place so companies can conduct business in a safe and secure way.
Understand the technology of the software, it is important that software is operational and
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functional and not weaken the security of the existing environment. Ensure compliance with
governance, regulations, and privacy is making sure the organization follows corporate and
governmental regulations.
Confidentiality, protection from disclosure; integrity, protection from alteration;
authentication, who is making the request; authorization, the rights and privileges that the
requester has to access an information resource; auditing the ability to build historical evidence
security management capacity to manage session; configurations, and exceptions ensure the
protection of sensitive information have the potential to protect confidential information from
public disclosure.

Software that either transport, stores or processes sensitive information must

have the necessary security controls to protect the confidentiality, integrity and the availability of
this information (Harris, 2012). It is important to design software security for semantic and
design flaws or defects that are not code or syntactic related, such as business logic flaws. This
study focused on semantic security flaws of reflected cross-site scripting.
Design software with secure features is the design and incorporation of necessary
software security controls during the development of the software life cycle with the ability to
write secure code that is reliable, usable and scalable. Ransome and Misra suggest creating
software security champions (SSGs) within an organization to aid in software security. They may
enforce the Secure Development Lifecycle, review and assist the centralized software security
team, become software security tools experts, collocate and be the eyes and ears of the software
security team and, finally, attend meetings with the core software security team and other SSGs
(2013).
Paul proposes that one of the most critical phases of the software development life cycle
is in the design phase (2016). He believes that design has to be all encompassing throughout the
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design process with design considerations, proper security architecture, the right use of security
technologies and have a design and architectural technical protocol to review interface points and
a deployment diagram (Paul, 2016).
To keep software secure it is necessary to include features with the practice of threat
modeling attack surface analysis. This allows the appropriate safeguards or security controls
integrated during the development phase of the software. Software must be deployed with
secure features and used to a hardened production environment. Software must undergo a
vulnerability assessment and penetration testing in a pre-production environment. Developers
must design and incorporate secure elements in the design and coding of the system, educate
themselves and others on how to build secure software, create a software security culture at the
beginning of training and education and create software security champions to carry on the
mission of the organization (Misra & Ransome, 2013).
The Common Vulnerability Weakness Enumeration (CWE) lists the top twenty-five
software vulnerabilities that have been identified in the world (CWE, 2016). Cross-Site
Scripting, the vulnerability that this dissertation explored is on the Common Vulnerability
Weakness Enumeration list top twenty-five software security vulnerabilities. Most software
security vulnerabilities are caused by the unchecked user input. For a malicious hacker to exploit
unchecked user input information, he or she needs to inject data into software applications or
manipulate web applications using malicious data. There are multiple types of software security
vulnerabilities that are the result of injection of malicious data into software. They include
Parameter tampering, Hidden Field manipulation, URL manipulation, cookie poisoning and
HTTP header alteration.
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Parameter tampering is when a hacker passes specially crafted malicious values in the
areas of HTML forms. Hidden field manipulation is when a hacker sets the hidden fields of
HTML forms in web pages to malicious values. URL manipulation is when malicious
parameters are submitted to the Internet application as part of the URL. HTTP header
manipulation is when an attacker sends malicious HTTP requests to the internet application.
Cookie poisoning is when an attacker sends malicious data in cookies that is forwarded to the
web-based application (Livshits & Lam 2005). Attackers can also manipulate applications using
malicious data through cross-site scripting, SQL Injection, command Injection, path traversal and
HTTP response splitting. Cross-site scripting is when an attacker exploits applications through
the output that is unchecked by executing malicious scripts. SQL injection is mixing commands
with data for execution on the server. Command injection is when a malicious hacker exploits
user input to execute shell commands. Directory Path traversal is when a malicious hacker uses
unchecked user values to control, files accessed on the server. HTTP response splitting is when
an attacker uses software that output input verbatim to perform web cache poisoning attacks or
web page defacement. (Livshits & Lam 2005).
A direct object reference occurs when a developer exposes a reference to an internal
implementation object, such as a directory, file, or database key. Without an access control
check or other protection, attackers can manipulate these references to access unauthorized data.
An insecure object reference is effortlessly exploitable with an everyday prevalence and
unassuming detectability. The technical impact of the vulnerability is moderate with
unauthorized release of sensitive data (OWASP, 2016).
Many servers host multiple applications, putting multiple websites at risk for
compromise. To catch software security vulnerabilities on the server, Eshete, Villafiorita, &
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Weldemariam suggest using various tools and techniques both open source and commercial to
find these insecure configurations before malicious hackers do (2011).
Missing function level access control happens when web applications verify function
access rights before making that feature visible in the user interface. However, applications need
to perform the same access control checks on the server when each service is located and
requested. If the claim is verified, malicious attackers would be able to forge requests to access
functionality without proper authorization (OWASP, 2016).

Das, Bhagwan, & Naldurg,

suggest using a software tool called Baez to detect access control misconfigurations and observe
access monitoring and access memberships (2010). Baez is a precursor to the work in this
dissertation in using software functions to prevent cross-site scripting.
Cross-site request forgery is when a malicious hacker disrupts the integrity of a victim’s
user session with a website, by injecting network requests via the user's browser. The browsers’
security policy permits websites to send HTTP requests to any web address. This system allows
an attacker to control content rendered by the browser to use resources not otherwise under a
hacker’s control-induced network connectivity, reading of browser state and writing of browser
state (Barth, Jackson & Mitchell, 2008). Cross-site request forgery has an average exploitability
with a general prevalence and an easy detectability. The impact is moderate, but the business
impact could affect an organization’s reputation (OWASP, 2016).
Using software components with known vulnerabilities have an average exploitability
rating and are difficult to detect. The technical impact is moderate with little exploits or
complete system compromise (OWASP, 2016). Un-validated forwards and redirects have an
average exploitability with an uncommon prevalence and an easy detectability. The technical
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impacts are moderate with an minimal effect to the reputation of the organization (OWASP,
2016).
Each pattern is a three-part rule, which expresses a relationship between a certain context,
a certain system of forces, that repeatedly occurs in that context, and a certain software
configuration, which allows these forces to resolve themselves. Schumacher Fernandez-Buglioni,
Hybertson, Buschmann, & Sommerlad created a new classification system of security patterns
based on the Zachman framework. The Zachman Framework is an Ontology for Enterprise
infrastructure and provides a formal two-dimensional classification schema defining the
intersection between two enterprise rankings (Zachman, 2002). One of the dimensions represents
views of interrogatives that include: what, how, where, who and why? The second dimension
that Schumacher et al. introduce is based on two models, the information model, either
technology model, or business model. Schumacher et al. enhanced the model by adding the
security view.
Georg Indraski and France created a novel pattern oriented, and tool-supported approach
to bridge the gap between security requirements analysis and security architectural design with
the use of UMLsec4UML2 for security modeling (2002). Felchais, Sasse, and Hailes determined
vulnerabilities access cost and the likelihood of attack and context and then selected
countermeasures to compare cost and probability of an attack with the cost of countermeasures
using AEGIS (2003). In using software security patterns to model and analyze security
requirements, Konrad, Cheng, Campbell and Wassermann created a method to organize security
patterns reusing classification models of the Gang of Four patterns including: creational,
structural, behavioral and enhanced classification by adding a network, host, and application
(2003).
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Some software design pattern are architectural-level patterns including decomposition,
privilege separation, defer to kernel, design level models, secure factory, secure strategy factory,
secure builder factory, secure chain of responsibility, secure state machine, secure visitor,
implementation level patterns, secure logger, clear sensitive information, secure directory,
pathname canonicalization, input validation and finally, resource acquisition in initialization
(RAI) (Dougherty, Sayre, Seacord, Svoboda, & Togashi, 2009). Thompson’s article on
application penetration testing discusses the history of application security testing with the Pine
administrative disclosure e-mail problem. It takes a different approach to web penetration
testing by not looking at the functionality of a request but the misuse of the application for
nefarious purposes. Thompson also discusses how software security vulnerabilities decreased in
2003 when Microsoft led their secure coding initiative. The paper presents the necessary steps
in creating a threat model. The author references Howard and Leblanc’s STRIDE model being
spoofing identity, tampering with data, repudiation, information disclosure, and denial of service
and finally elevation of privilege (2005).
Software Security Remediation
The research in this dissertation is about secure software design patterns. It includes
some fundamental findings about what makes software secure from giants in the software
security and software design field. In general, this research proposal discusses what keeps the
confidentiality, integrity and availability of software systems (Harris, 2012).
There are three key aspects to software security: they are confidentiality, integrity, and
availability (Harris, 2012). Confidentiality is keeping sensitive private information kept private
and secret. Integrity, is only allowing authorized modifications of software. Availability, the
system is available when the users need to access the software system. (Harris, 2012).
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Security design principles include the least privilege, fail-safe-defaults, an economy of
mechanism, complete mediation, open design, separation of privilege, psychological
acceptability and defense in depth (Saltzer & Schroeder, 1975). Least privilege is the
information security tenant in giving the least amount of privileges to a user to perform a
function. Fail-Safe defaults allows the system to fail in a closed or safe state keeping
confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The economy of mechanism means the software
system should be designed as small and as simple as possible. Complete mediation is that each
user has to be authenticated for authorization to a resource. Open design is the security of the
system should not depend on the secrecy of algorithms or the design of the software. Separation
privilege means that each user has approved resource attempts based on more than one condition.
The least common mechanism is the mechanisms used to access resources that shouldn’t share.
Psychological acceptability is the tenant of information security that allows for the user to access
the system without difficulty with information security devices present. Defense in depth is the
process of having layers of the safety in a software system, so there is not one single point of
failure (Saltzer & Schroeder, 1975).
There are multiple software security vulnerabilities, which are categorized on many
secure development lists, including the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) and
MITRE. These software security vulnerabilities discuss the attack methods and the weakness
that allows the vulnerability to exist. Many of these software security vulnerabilities lists also
provide guidance on how to fix the vulnerabilities to prevent them from happening in the future.
Most of the software security vulnerabilities are caused by lack of input validation and output
encoding.
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Automated code reviews can find syntax errors, and data flow errors in the source code.
A software security expert will have to consider the code of origin and look at the data flow for
sources, taints, and sinks. Sources are where data goes into the program. Taints are where data
processed in the program, and finally, taints are where the data in the software program ends up.
It is important for static code analysis to look through these data flows and two tools for this task
could be IBM AppScan Source Edition and HP Fortify (Chess & McGraw, 2004).
A combination of these two tools will give developers and software security experts the
best chance to find software security vulnerabilities before the application goes into production.
Also, to find weaknesses early, it is recommended that in all of the Integrated Development
Environments (IDE's) use a product like Cigital's Secure Assist to find vulnerabilities and correct
them as developers write the code (Gilliam, Wolfe, Sherif & Bishop, 2003). For Microsoft
C#.NET, people can use Cigital Secure Assist in the Visual Studio Developer Plugin (Chess &
McGraw, 2004). This three-prong approach of static code analysis, manual peer code review
and Cigital Secure Assist will find vulnerabilities early in the development lifecycle and make
software more secure. This will lower the price of remediation of software security
vulnerabilities at the beginning of the software development life cycle (Chess & McGraw, 2004).
Automated code reviews are great at finding low hanging fruit vulnerabilities such as
syntax errors. Automated code reviews and static code analysis can scan a lot of code and be set
in tune to scan automatically with the built environment. Using static code analysis tools can
help educate developers how to code correctly with remediation advice. Some disadvantages of
static code analysis or automated code review are that tools do not understand context, they
cannot pick up insecure design flaws, they are expensive, and there is a learning curve in
learning how to use them (Chess & McGraw, 2004). Manual code reviews have some
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advantages over automated static code analysis studies, in that manual secure code reviews can
provide a deep dive into the code base and has the human expert element that can determine
context and look for secure software design issues.
Some disadvantages of manual code review are, that it requires an expert level of
software development in a particular language and common understanding of software security
vulnerabilities such as the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Top Ten (Keary,
2016). Another disadvantage of manual code review is that there is only a small subset of code
that can be reviewed and secure code reviewers can get tired and make mistakes. Only a
combination of static code analysis in the form of automated code reviews and manual code
analyses will make a company’s software the most secure against potential threats ensuring the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of business resources (Harris, 2012).
Security software code review is auditing the source code for software security
vulnerabilities and making sure the proper mitigating security controls are in places. Secure
software code review makes sure that the application can properly defend itself from a malicious
attack or a developer mistake. Software Security is a nonfunctional requirement, meaning that
the obligation is not a feature but rather a protection mechanism. MITRE a common
vulnerability database, has identified over 700 software security vulnerabilities (Exposures, C. V.
MITRE Corporation, 2016).
The developers and software security experts must learn how to perform a code review
and do static code analysis correctly. The code reviewer must have a working knowledge of the
software discussed. Static code analyzers are excellent, but they do not understand the context of
the source code and the intended functionality of the software, like security experts and
developers do. In preparation for a code review, a threat model should be created using the
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Microsoft Threat Modeling tool. The risk model must include threat agents, possible attacks, the
threat surface, potential technical impacts, important business impacts and finally put the
required security controls in place to prevent malicious attacks and meet the corporate secure
coding policy (Keary, 2016). Also, before starting the code review, reviewers must understand
the context of the application and the importance of the application to the company. Defining the
context of the application to conduct the secure code review on must include: establishing the
boundaries of the application context, determining the importance of the application to the
company, establish the trust relationships between different entities within the company and
finally, look at potential threats and possible mitigating controls to reduce the likelihood of an
exploit (Keary, 2016). All of the manual code reviewers must have a secure coding checklist of
what to look for in the application. This secure coding list includes; authentication, data
validation, session management, cryptography, authorization, logging, error handling, network
architecture and finally the security configuration of the application (Keary, 2016).
Different types of manual code reviewers must conduct include: pass around, walk
through, ad hoc review, pair programming, inspection and finally team review. These different
types of evaluations and by having developers look at the source code of various perspectives,
increase the chance of finding the most software security vulnerabilities (Keary, 2016). Peer
code reviews should consist of four team members with a time limit of two hours and no more
than two code review sessions a day. The different roles for the peer code review includes the
developer who wrote the code, a project leader, a software security expert and a developer to act
as a scribe and write notes and minutes of the code review. Working together on smaller pieces
of code will allow the team to focus their resources on the best secure software code
development.
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Jovanovic, Kruegel, & Kirda explain that manual code reviews are costly, error-prone
and labor intensive. They propose using a static code analysis technique to aid in the manual
code review to detect taint-style vulnerabilities automatically (2006). The findings of the code
reviews put into a bug management system with parameters of the types, shows the severity of
the vulnerability, the number of vulnerabilities and where in the source codes the vulnerabilities
exist. A secure internal web console can be available to the CISO, the chief information officer
(CIO) and the chief executive officer (CEO) to manage and mitigate business and technical risks.
A combination of people, process, and technology, by having automated static code
analysis and manual code reviews, will ensure the company gets the best code secure code
coverage in finding software security vulnerabilities. There are advantages and disadvantages to
each method, automated static code analysis/manual code review, and this researcher believes
these two approaches, in conjunction with secure developer education and software security
metrics reporting, will ensure the most secure software that organizations can develop.
When looking at threats, there are intentional threats and unintentional threats.
Intentional threats would be malicious hackers, spies or malicious insiders. There are also
external threats and internal threats. External threats would be malicious hackers or crackers,
and internal threats would be a malicious insider or disgruntled employee. Unintentional threats
would be employees making mistakes otherwise known as errors and omissions. Other threats
consist of natural disasters like flooding or hurricanes. All of these threats are? considered as
known knowns. Software security professionals, must also account for the known unknowns.
These are the risks people know they don’t know about. It is best to ensure the availability,
integrity, and confidentiality of an enterprise with the proper mitigating security controls like
physical and computer security (Harris, 2012). The Build Security In (BSI) Software Assurance
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initiative is a method of capturing best practices in the software security industry to build
software secure and is part of the United States Department of Homeland Security (Mead &
McGraw, 2005). Confidentiality is the security attribute that keeps information secret and only
allows access to the data with those with a need to know. An example of a privacy breach would
be sensitive intellectual property exposed to a malicious hacker. Confidentiality is kept with
access controls and encryption. It is also important to know what information resources an
organization has and only employees with a need to know and clearance, has access to those
resources. An access control matrix is an excellent way to understand the data sensitivity of the
information and which actor has access to which information resources (Harris, 2012). Integrity
is the modification of data only by known charitable entities. An example of an integrity
violation would be if a customer of a bank withdrew a thousand dollars and the customer
received a hundred thousand dollars without the withdraw of a hundred thousand dollars but
rather just a withdraw from his or her account for a thousand dollars. Integrity is retained with
hashing and verification of integrity controls (Harris, 2012). Availability is a system ready to be
used when necessary. A violation of this availability tenant will be if an e-commerce website is
not available because of a denial of service attack from a competitor. Availability is kept
through cloud computing and sharing of computing resources among an organization.
Availability can also hold with business continuity and disaster recovery plans (Krutz, & Vines,
2002).
The relationship between a threat and vulnerability is that a threat exploits a vulnerability
(Harris, 2012). The chance of this menace exploiting the vulnerability is the risk. There are
multiple ways to identify threats to a computing environment including risk assessments,
penetration testing and computer monitoring of systems (Krutz, & Vines, 2002). According to
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pen-test.com, that combination of a threat and vulnerability is a risk. This is when a threat can
attack a vulnerability and lead to risk (Penetration Testing Tools, 2016).
A formula to explain these concepts is A + T + V = R (Threat Analysis Group, 2016).
Which is Asset plus Threat, plus Vulnerability equals Risk. Therefore, risk is a function
of exploiting threats to damage, breach or destroy assets which could lead to loss of
confidentiality, integrity or availability of such property (Harris, 2013) & (Threat Analysis
Group, 2016). There are five different types of threats including personal or administrative
threat, networking threat, hardware threat, software risk and environmental and physical security
threats (Stacey, Helsey, Baston, 1996).

A personal or administrative threat would consist of

terrorism, civil disorder, and malicious acts by a malicious insider or theft of resources. A
network threat would be network communication line failure, spoofing, sniffing, eavesdropping
or wiretapping. Spoofing is when a hacker pretends he or she is someone that they are not.
Sniffing is when a hacker monitors and collects information like a man in the middle attack
where sensitive data is intercepted between the source and the destination. A hardware threat
would be a hardware failure that is essential to the business. An example of a software threat
could be operator or programmer error, software security vulnerabilities, and execution of
privileges or unauthorized access. Finally, an environmental or physical security threat could be
temperature or humidity extremes, a natural disaster, theft of equipment or loss of electrical
power (Stacey et. al, 1996). It is important for organizations to prevent, detect and recover from
threats.
Risk assessments, include questionnaires, interviews, web penetration testing and
network penetration testing. For more advance identification of vulnerabilities, Red Teams can
conduct penetration tests with authorizations from the chief security officer and board of
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directors of the organization. Red Teaming can find those advanced persistent threats (APT) and
find software security vulnerabilities before the bad guys do. Continuous monitoring including
logging and intrusion detection systems can find information software security threats and
vulnerabilities in real time. Physical and logical security has to be considered with locks and
fences and authentication devices, which could include biometrics and two-factor authentication.
Two-factor authentication can be something like a password, something people have, like a
token or badge, where they are geo-located, or something personal, which includes biometric
characteristics like a fingerprint. Threats and vulnerabilities exist in an organizational
environment, and software security practitioners and senior management have to manage those
threats, and reduce those risks so the company can conduct business securely keeping the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data to remain competitive in the twenty-firstcentury global economy (Harris, 2012).

The risk is the possibility of those threats and

vulnerabilities materializing. Vulnerability tests tend to be automated ways that scanning tools
find weaknesses, flaws or vulnerabilities in the computer system. A penetration test is when
ethical hacker security experts confirm or exploit those vulnerabilities to get access to sensitive
data confirming or denying the confidentiality and integrity of the computer system (Harris,
2012).
Most penetration testers do not test for availability because anyone with enough resources
and computing power can conduct a denial of service exploit to an organization’s website.
Typically, vulnerability tests are useful for finding low hanging fruit vulnerabilities like cross
site scripting, SQL injection; sensitive data exposure or insecure cookies (OWASP, 2016)
Sometimes vulnerability tests miss software security vulnerabilities, which are called false
negatives. On the other hand, sometimes these software security vulnerability tests report false
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positives or vulnerabilities that cannot be exploited. It takes a penetration test by a software
security expert, to confirm these vulnerabilities and find more weakness such as design level
vulnerabilities dealing with authorization and authentication of the system. Penetration testers
are also great at finding access control lists, which automated vulnerability scanning tools,
cannot. Some penetration testing tools that can be used are IBM AppScan, HP Web Inspect, and
NetSparker. Software penetration testers use these tools to scan and crawl a website and fuzz
exploit to vulnerable inputs on the site. Software penetration testers need to understand how Ntier and HTTP technology works and just point a tool at a website and click the scan button. It is
important to have automated tools to continuously scan an environment and find software
security vulnerabilities. Then annually, or whenever there is a significant change to the system, a
penetration test is necessary, with goals of exploiting the vulnerabilities and getting root access
to the software system.

Red Teams and Tiger Teams objectives are to get access to the system

without defenders knowing how they accessed to the network. The only people who should
know about Red Team exercises are the chief executive officer, the chief information officer, and
the chief security officer. These Red Team exercises are necessary to stimulate a real-world
attack with a real-world threat actor. Software Security Vulnerability assessments are a tool to
use but should not be over-relied on. A penetration tester who has knowledge about
vulnerabilities, systems, and exploits is more valuable than any vulnerability-scanning tool. It is
also important to conduct source code review audits with static code analysis tools and secure
manual code reviews. Software is all around and in use in daily lives and there are malicious
threat agents who are attempting to exploit software security vulnerabilities for financial gain.
There are three tenants to information security, confidentiality, integrity and availability (Harris,
2012). There is also authorization and authentication (Harris, 2012).
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The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP), a non-profit organization with a
mission to secure the world’s software, has a list of the top ten most prevalent software security
vulnerabilities. Some of the vulnerabilities on the OWASP top ten list include directory
traversal, SQL injection, insecure object reference, insecure cookies and finally cross-site
scripting. Design patterns have been in place since Gamma et al. attempted to solve recurring
software problems with design patterns and transfer knowledge. There have been efforts to
move this knowledge through secure design patterns as well.
Threats are situations that can cause a breach of confidentiality, integrity or availability of
information assets (Harris, 2012). Vulnerabilities are weaknesses in your organization or
company infrastructure. According to the Common Vulnerability and Exposure website by
MITRE, a vulnerability is a mistake or fault that a malicious hacker can access a computer
system or network (CVE, 2016) Vulnerabilities can allow an attacker to access confidential data,
allow an attacker to execute commands as another user, allow an attacker to pose as another
entity or have an attacker cause a denial of service attack affecting availability of a system (CVE,
2016). Input validation on the server with white list validation with known good data can help
prevent most software security vulnerabilities. Vulnerability fixing is not actions that can
exhibit by a cumulative bowl-shaped function (Neuhaus & Plattner, 2013).
Conceptual framework.
The conceptual framework for this dissertation was based on Madou, Lee, West and
Chess’s work on testing a web application firewall with four malicious cross-site-scripting
scripts and one of those scripts, <script>alert('vulnerable to XSS')</script> was used to test a
custom made .NET application without any mitigating software security controls. This
application was written in C# Microsoft .NET framework. Once the application was written with
custom forms the application was ran on the local host and the tool Burp Suite was used to
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intercept the requests and responses between the web application and the proxy tool Burp
Suite. The malicious script was put in the tool and the response recorded. Once testing was
complete on the malicious script the application was redeveloped using the Microsoft Software
Security Framework 4.5 design pattern. The same methods were used to test what literature has
suggested as a secure library and in line with a secure software design pattern. The request and
response to the web application was recorded in Burp Suite. The independent variable was the
source code with the web form with the HTTP POST request. The dependent variable was the
presence of cross-site scripting in the HTTP response. A statistical analysis of the binary
variables was analyzed for a goodness of fit with a p value of .05.
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Figure 1. Software Security and Cross-Site Scripting Conceptual Framework

Summary of Literature Review
The literature review of this dissertation discussed software security problems and
different types of software security vulnerabilities. including SQL injection software security
vulnerability and cross-site scripting vulnerabilities, which is the topic of this quantitative
dissertation. This thesis also investigated the software security problems as defined by giants in
the field, software security design patterns that attempt to make software more secure, software
security remediation, the conceptual framework of the dissertation, and finally a conclusion on
the literature.
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Web applications are pervasive, and they are involved in the critical infrastructure of the
world like e-commerce, banking, healthcare, defense and handle sensitive data. Unfortunately,
developers’ that do not have much software security skills are creating web applications. This
lack of software security experience, therefore, results in websites that have software security
vulnerabilities (Balzarotti, et al., 2008). Information security alarms must advise each phase of
software development, from requirements engineering to design, implementation, and
deployment and testing (Yoshioka, Washizaki, & Maruyama, 2008). Chapter Three will explore
the methods section with the traditional research and quantitative methods for reviewing the
results of this dissertation.
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Chapter Three
This chapter will examine the study of traditional research, go over questions and
hypotheses, and explore the research design of this quantitative research methodology. Using
traditional research, and examining the sampling procedures of patterns and malicious scripts, it
will also look at, instrumentation, ethical considerations, validity, reliability, data collection and
finally data analysis. This dissertation will use a quantitative research methodology to evaluate
the effectiveness of the Microsoft 4.5 Security Framework secure software design pattern as an
artifact to block and prevent malicious cross-site scripting attacks in Microsoft .NET. This
research used a simple custom C# .NET web application written by the researcher to POST
string input from one web page to another web page. The effectiveness of the security control
was evaluated by a malicious cross-site scripting script and then was measured quantitatively
using the statistical software package IBM SPSS to see if there was a correlation between
insecure code and secure code and the presence of reflective cross-site scripting in a Microsoft
.NET web application with the chi square test.
Research Tradition
A quantitative methodology with a traditional research design conducting an
investigation of Microsoft’s .NET 4.5 Security Framework secure software design pattern was
chosen to study secure software design patterns. This traditional research study evaluated
specific artifacts for their effectiveness to a computer science problem. A web application was
developed in Microsoft C# .NET that created web forms connecting to Active Server Pages
(ASPX) pages through an HTTP POST method. Once the web forms were completed a
malicious script was sent to the web form and the results were recorded. After the tests were
complete the source code was developed in Visual Studio 2015 and changed with the Microsoft
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Security 4.5 .NET framework secure software design pattern and the same malicious script was
sent to the application and the results were recorded.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
McGraw et al. (2009) discuss software security often being the weakest link in computer
systems. They also consider how outsourcing and using un-vetted software vendors increase
risk exposure to the companies using the software. The authors’ also discuss the use of legacy
systems increasing the number of software security vulnerabilities in software. The writers’ do
offer some solutions to the problems being conformance, trustworthiness and finally predictable
execution. (McGraw, et al., 2009) Ardi, Byers and Shahmerhri (2006) suggest that software
security needs to be “built in” to the software development life cycle and not “bolted on” at the
end security in the design phase risk should be using defense-in-depth with multiple layers of
security controls to mitigate potential threats and risks (Hans, 2010). This helped influence the
theory of secure software patterns design of the researcher’s dissertation.
Research Question:
What can we discover from applying a security pattern to the study of security attacks?
This dissertation viewed software security problems in an empirical and logical way (Creswell,
2012). The Creswell concept led this dissertation to explore software security in a cause and
effect way. The working theory of this study was that increasing the number of insecure patterns
of software in the code could lead to increased threats and vulnerabilities that exist in the source
code of the application. Therefore, the more vulnerabilities that hackers can exploit in a
malicious attack on the software, the less likely the software will be able to prevent malicious
attacks. Due to more opportunities for exploits, the software product may suffer from a loss of
availability, confidentiality, and data integrity (Harris, 2012). This study investigated legitimate
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software security patterns that are needed to make software more secure in preventing reflected
cross-site scripting in C# in the Microsoft.NET framework.
Hypothesis
A security pattern applied during software development will block security attacks.
Null- Hypothesis
A security pattern applied during software development will not block security attacks.
Research Design
This research design portion of the dissertation included the population and sample of the
experiment, the sampling procedure, the instrumentation that was used, a discussion on validity
of the experiment, the method to ensure reliability, the data collection methods, data analysis,
ethical considerations and finally a summary of chapter three.
Population and sample
There were no human subjects in this traditional research dissertation. The sample was a
custom .NET application written by the researcher and malicious JavaScript code to use as
exploits for Cross-Site Scripting. There was one code excerpt that input from the user is created
that the Microsoft 4.5 Security framework applies to. A web application was written in C# .NET
with a form input using a POST request. One malicious script was sent to the web application
one hundred times through the use of a proxy tool Burp Suite Pro. Then the Microsoft Security
framework secure software design pattern was implemented and the same experiment was
conducted with the malicious script one-hundred times again with the new mitigating software
security pattern control from Microsoft. The results of both experiments were recorded and
statistical analysis was measured to a power of p = .05.
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Sampling Procedure
The sampling was a malicious Cross-Site Scripting Script pointed at an insecure C#
application written by the researcher. One malicious script was sent to the insecure Web .NET
application one hundred times in order to generalize the results. Once the attacks were
conducted, remediation code in the form of the Microsoft 4.5 Security framework secure
software design pattern was implemented, and the same malicious Java Script attack sent to the
new remediated code one hundred times in order to generalize the results (AntiXSS Library
OWASP, 2016). The behavior of the new remediated code was recorded in the results of Burp
Suite and in an Excel Spreadsheet using the binary form of ones and zeros to represent the
results. The presence of cross-site scripting was represented in a binary 1 and the absence of
cross-site scripting was represented in a binary 0. The insecure code was represented by a binary
1 and the secure code was represented by a binary 0.
Instrumentation
The instrumentation was the test environment of a Parallels Windows 7 virtual machine
that is running on a 2014 MacBook Pro with one terabyte of data and 16 gigabytes of memory.
The MacBook Pro was running the latest version of Macintosh Operating, System Sierra Version
10.12.3. The development environment was a Microsoft Windows 7 Virtual image with Visual
Studio 2010 and Visual Studio 2015 and the sample was a simple web application written by the
researcher that accepted form input from one web form in the value of a string to another web
form in the form of a POST request.
The instrumentation was based on one of the four attack patterns from Madou, Lee, West, and
Chess (2008) Watch what you write: Preventing cross-site scripting by observing program
output.
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<script>alert(’vulnerable to XSS’)</script>
This attack pattern creates a pop up and is used to verify the presence of cross-site
scripting in web applications.
Validity
The validity was confirmed by using the attack patterns from Madou et al. (2008) Watch
what you write: Preventing cross-site scripting by observing program output. These attack
patterns were used to test the blocking of reflective cross-site scripting through the utilization of
a web application firewall. These cross-site scripting attack patterns were used successfully in
testing a web application for cross-site scripting in a lab environment that was vulnerable to
cross-site scripting. The security control that Madou et al. (2009) used was a web application
firewall to filter the malicious scripts. In this study, the Microsoft .NET 4.5 security framework
software design pattern was used to prevent cross-site scripting from one of the scripts that
Madou et al. used in their research. The purpose of this study was to determine if this software
security pattern is suitable for protecting C# code from malicious reflected cross-site scripting
attacks. The goal of this research was to avoid Type 1 false negative errors and Type II false
positive errors as much as possible. The challenges to the experiment were human error in
inputting the malicious script into the Burp suite tool that made sure the script executed properly.
The human error challenges were mitigated by following a detailed procedure of how to execute
the malicious script.
Reliability
The response to the malicious cross-site scripting scripts were recorded in the screen
capture software, SnagIt and proxy responses in Burpe Suite Pro and the raw text of the requests
and the responses of the data in a text file. The Microsoft .NET 4.5 security framework was
programmed into the Microsoft C# application and the changes to the program were recorded
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with Visual Studio, SnagIt and a text editor. The independent variable was the string input in the
HTTP POST request. The dependent variable was the presence of the secure software design
pattern of the Microsoft 4.5 software security design framework. The statistical p-value was
used to measure statistical significance at .05.
Data Collection
The design portion of the dissertation looked at an insecure Microsoft.NET application
that has the vulnerability cross site scripting in it. The research sent malicious cross-site
scripting attacks to the vulnerable .NET application written by the researcher. Following the
results of the program, the pattern of the Microsoft Security .NET framework 4.5 that existing
research claims prevents reflective cross-site scripting was used and implemented in the HTTP
request source code (Microsoft Anti-Cross-Site Scripting Library, 2016).
The HTTP responses to the malicious cross-site scripting scripts were recorded in the
screen capture software, SnagIt by TechSmith. The data that was used in the attack strings were
JavaScript code and strings and special characters. The Microsoft Security Framework 4.5
secure software design pattern was then implemented to see what the behavior of the application
once the application was inserted with the secure coding library for Microsoft .NET. The data
responses were recorded in a tool called Burp Suite, a security tool with the raw text to be stored
in a notepad file. The data collection process was a combination of using the Burp Suite Tool and
performing a manual web penetration testing and analysis. The behavior of the new remediated
code was recorded in the results of Burp Suite and in an Excel Spreadsheet using the binary form
of ones and zeros to represent the results. The presence of cross-site scripting was represented
in a binary one and the absence of cross-site scripting is represented in a binary zero. The
insecure code was represented by a binary one and the secure code was represented by a binary
zero.
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Data Analysis
The results of the malicious scripts and the behavior of the insecure .NET application
were analyzed for cross-site scripting in the success of the HTTP POST request and failure of the
HTTP POST request through the proxy tool, Burp Suite pro. The HTTP response to the HTTP
request will was also recorded. This study monitored quantitatively the number of cross-site
scripting successes versus the number of failures with the mitigating software security control of
Microsoft Security framework 4.5 and without the mitigating control of the Microsoft Security
framework 4.5. The data was analyzed with IBM SPSS statistical analysis tool with a chisquare test.
Ethical Considerations
There were no human subjects used in this traditional research dissertation just the
creation and evaluation of an artifact through quantitative methods. The research was collected
and analyzed the data to the best of the researcher’s ability, and the results were recorded even if
with the remote possibility of contradicting one of his beliefs. Other ethical issues with this
study is that it was possible for the researcher to expose sensitive information of his lab
environment in publication of the dissertation. This risk was mitigated with the sanitation of
sensitive information in the lab environment. The internal bias of the researcher was that he
believed the Microsoft Security framework 4.5 would prevent reflected Cross-Site Scripting in
this C# Microsoft .NET application but was open to other alternative results of the study.
Summary of Chapter Three
This chapter introduced the traditional research design portion of the study with the
analysis of the one malicious script that was sent to the insecure Microsoft .NET application
written by the researcher and then the malicious script being sent with the Microsoft Security
framework .NET 4.5. secure software design pattern. One hundred tests of each script before
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and after the secure software pattern was executed and recorded using the software web
penetration-testing tool Burp Suite.
The results were recorded in how the application behaves with an HTTP response and
request message and see if the application was still vulnerable to reflective cross-site scripting.
This research in particular was looking at reflected cross site scripting and the possible secure
software design patterns to prevent reflected cross site scripting. Chapter four will look at the
data being analyzed from the sending of the one malicious script to the insecure Microsoft .NET
application before the implemented Microsoft 4.5 Security Framework secure software design
pattern and after the Microsoft 4.5 Security Framework secure software design pattern is
implemented. The behavior of the newly remediated code was recorded in the results of the
proxy tool, Burp Suite Pro and in an Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet using the binary form of ones
and zeros to represent the results. The presence of cross-site scripting was represented in a
binary one and the absence of cross-site scripting was represented in a binary zero. A binary one
represented the insecure code and a binary zero represented the secure code.
analyzed with IBM SPSS for a correlation with the chi squared test.
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The data was

CHAPTER FOUR

This chapter reviews the steps used to perform the experiment, including selecting the
sample size, designing the experiment, performing the tests, collecting the data, performing a
Chi-Square Test, and analyzing the results. For testing the hypothesis and null-hypothesis and
what the results demonstrated. This chapter also included a statistical analysis of the hypothesis
and null-hypothesis; to determine if there is a relationship between the independent variable of
the secure software design pattern applied to the form input variable of the HTTP POST request
variable and the presence of reflective cross-site scripting in the form POST response variable.
The statistical power was also calculated to a power of 100 percent. The software applications
that were tested for cross-site scripting were written in Microsoft .NET C#. The first application
was written using the Visual Studio 2010 development environment framework without applying
the software security pattern to the POST request variable to prevent reflective cross-site
scripting. The second application was written using the Visual Studio 2015 development
environment framework with the software security pattern of the Microsoft 4.5 framework
including the built-in anti-cross-site scripting library. From the results of this study, there
appeared to be a relationship in the presence of cross-site scripting and the software security
pattern of Microsoft 4.5 framework. This chapter will discuss the results of the experiments and
offer a statistical analysis of the findings. Chapter five will offer a conclusion of the results and
areas of future research.
Instrumentation
The test environment featured a Windows 7 virtual machine using the Parallels virtual
machine running on a 2014 MacBook Pro with one terabyte of hard drive space and 16 gigabytes
of memory. The MacBook Pro ran the latest version of the Macintosh Operating System, Sierra
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Version 10.12.3. The development environment used a Microsoft Windows 7 Virtual image
with Visual Studio 2010 development environment and Visual Studio 2015 development
environment installed on the virtual image. The test application was a web application designed
by the researcher that accepted form input from one web form in the value of a string to another
web form in the form of a HTTP POST request. The verification that the software application
functioned as designed was typing the input of the string “matt” into the web form and then
posting that string to a second web page with the result being “matt.”

The attack

instrumentation artifact focused on one of the four attack patterns from Madou, Lee, West, &
Chess; Watch what you write: Preventing cross-site scripting by observing program output.
The sample malicious attack pattern was <script>alert(’vulnerable to XSS’)</script> (2008).
There were no human subjects in this traditional research dissertation. The code sample
was code developed in C# .NET by the researcher and the attack artifact was a malicious
JavaScript code to use as exploits for cross-site scripting. There was one code excerpt that input
from the user was created that the Microsoft .NET 4.5 software security pattern applies to. A
web application was written in C# .NET with a form HTTP POST input. One malicious script
was sent to the web application one hundred times through the use of a proxy tool called Burp
Suite Pro. Then the Microsoft 4.5 security framework secure software design pattern was
implemented and the same experiment was conducted with the malicious script one hundred
times again with the new mitigating software security pattern. The results of both experiments
were recorded and statistical analysis was measured to a alpha of p = .05 with a chi-squared test
with a statistical power of 100 percent.
Sampling Procedure
The sampling of one malicious cross-site scripting script pointed at an insecure
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application developed by the researcher. The one malicious cross-site scripting script was sent to
the insecure .NET application one hundred times in order to generalize the results. Once the
cross-site scripting attacks were conducted, remediation code in the form of the Microsoft
Security 4.5 framework secure software design pattern was implemented, and the same malicious
JavaScript cross-site scripting attack was sent to the new remediated code one hundred times in
order to generalize the results (AntiXSS Library OWASP, 2016).
Validity
The validity of the study was confirmed by using the attack patterns from Madou, Lee,
West, & Chess (2008) Watch what you write: Preventing cross-site scripting by observing
program output. These attack patterns were used to test the blocking of reflective cross-site
scripting through the utilization of a web application firewall in the Madou et. al study. These
cross-site scripting attack patterns were used successfully in testing a web application that was
vulnerable to cross-site scripting. The software security control that Madou et al. (2008) used
was a web application firewall to filter the malicious cross-site scripting scripts.
In this study, Microsoft .NET 4.5 framework secure software design pattern was used to
prevent reflective cross-site scripting. The purpose of this dissertation was to determine if this
software security pattern was suitable for protecting C# code from malicious attacks, in
particular, reflective cross-site scripting attacks. The goal of the study was to avoid errors and to
avoid type 1 false negative errors and type II false positive errors. In statistical hypothesis
testing, a type I error is the incorrect rejection of a true null hypothesis (a "false positive"), while
a type II error is incorrectly retaining a false null hypothesis (a "false negative").
This study had high internal validity as the testing environment was controlled and could
prove a causal relationship between the independent variable and the dependent variable.
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Validity was also accomplished through high construct validity testing cross-site scripting where
industry experts know that cross-site scripting is a problem. The challenges of this experiment
were human error in inputting the malicious script into the Burp Suite Pro proxy tool to make
sure that the script executed properly. These challenges were mitigated by following a detailed
procedure of how to execute the malicious script.
The response to the malicious cross-site scripting scripts was recorded in the screen
capture software, SnagIt, the Burp Suite Pro proxy tool with raw text of the requests and the
responses of the data in a text file. The Microsoft .NET 4.5 security control secure software
design pattern was programmed into the Microsoft C# application and the changes to the
program were recorded with Visual Studio 2015, SnagIt and a text editor. The independent
variable was the HTTP string POST request variable. The dependent variable was the presence
of a software fault of cross-site scripting in the HTTP response web form variable. The statistical
p-value that was used to measure statistical significance was at .05 with a chi-squared test with a
95 percent confidence interval and a statistical power of 100 percent.
Data Analysis
The results of the malicious scripts and the behavior of the insecure .NET application
were analyzed for the presence of cross-site scripting, in the success of the HTTP POST request
and failure of the HTTP POST request, through the use of the web browser Mozilla Fire Fox and
the proxy tool Burp Suite Pro. This study was monitored quantitatively in the number of crosssite scripting successes versus the number of failures, with the mitigating secure software
security pattern of the Microsoft .NET 4.5 security control and, without the mitigating control of
the Microsoft .NET 4.5 software security design pattern.
Hypothesis H1
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A security pattern applied during software development will block security attacks.
Null- Hypothesis H0
A security pattern applied during software development will not block security attacks.
A C# .NET application was written to evaluate the Microsoft software security patterns’
effectiveness. A vulnerable C# application was written in Visual Studio 2010 that posted a string
from one web form to another page with another web form that displayed the string input on the
aspx page. The malicious cross-site scripting artifact was then sent to the vulnerable application
through a proxy tool called Burp Suite Pro. One hundred tests were performed against the
vulnerable application. In all one hundred tests the malicious script was executed on the insecure
C# application.
The Null Hypothesis of A security pattern applied during software development will not block
security attacks was rejected. Therefore, with a 95 percent confidence interval and 100 percent
statistical power this research confirms that the Microsoft 4.5 security framework secure
software design pattern does indeed prevent reflective cross-site scripting.
Participant Demographics
This was a non-human subject study that used two software programs to evaluate the
software security controls of the Microsoft .NET 4.5 secure software design framework. The
presence of the software security control was represented with a binary zero and the absence of
the software security control was represented by a binary one. The presence of reflective crosssite scripting was represented by a binary one and the absence of the malicious cross-site
scripting attack was represented by a binary zero.
The null hypothesis was rejected and there is a relationship between the secure software design
pattern and software security of an application.
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The chi-square test was used because the variables were nominal, the sampling method
was random and the values in the contingency table was more than five. The low p value means
that we can reject the null-hypothesis and assume with a 95 percent confidence that the
Microsoft 4.5 secure software framework does indeed prevent reflective cross-site scripting
under these testing conditions with a statistical power of 100 percent.
With the low p value of zero we are at least 23% (and more likely closer to 50%) positive in
rejecting a true null-hypothesis.

𝑋𝑐2

(𝑂𝑖− 𝐸𝑖 )
=∑
𝐸𝑖

2

Equation 1: Chi Square Test for statistical analysis
The chi-square test is executed by adding the sum of the observed value minus the expected
value to the second power divided by the expected value. The expected value was fifty for each
value and the observed value was one-hundred for the presence of cross-site scripting in the
variable that was insecure and 0 for the variable that was secure with the secure software design
pattern.
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Table 1: Sample of Insecure code and Secure Software Design Patterns Chi-Square Table
version one

Category

Observed

Expected

Residual (Obs – Exp)

(Obs-Exp)^2

Component= (Obs-Exp)^2/Exp

Insecure code

0

.5

-.5

-.25

-0.5

Secure Software

1

.5

.5

.25

0.5

Design Pattern

-0.5 + 0.5 = 0 sum chi square is 0
In Table One the observed value for the insecure code was 0 and the observed value of
the secure software design pattern was 1. The expected value of the insecure code was .5 with a
fifty percent chance of having cross-site scripting or not. The expected value of the secure code
was also .5 with a fifty percent chance of having cross-site scripting or not. For the insecure
code the results of the residual was -.5 and the residual for the secure software design pattern was
.5. The residual value to the insecure code to the power of two was -.25 and the result for the
secure software design pattern was .25. The component for the insecure code was -.5 and the
secure software design pattern was .5. The sum of -.5 and .5 is 0. Therefore, the Chi-Square
result was 0.
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Table 2: Sample of Insecure code and Secure Software Design Patterns Chi-Square Table
version two.

Category

Observed

Insecure code
Secure Software
Design Pattern

Residual (Obs –
Exp)
-50
50

Expected

0
100

50
50

(Obs-Exp)^2
-2500
2500

Component= (ObsExp)^2/Exp
-0.5
0.5

In Table two the observed value for the insecure code was 0 and the observed value of
the secure software design pattern was 100. The expected value of the insecure code was 50
with a fifty percent chance of having cross-site scripting or not. The expected value of the secure
code was also 50 with a fifty percent chance of having cross-site scripting or not. For the
insecure code the results of the residual was -50 and the residual for the secure software design
pattern was 50. The residual value to the insecure code to the power of two was -2500 and the
result for the secure software design pattern was 2500. The component for the insecure code was
-.5 and the secure software design pattern was .5. The sum of -.5 and .5 is 0. Therefore, the ChiSquare result was 0.

-2500 + 2500 = 0 sum chi-square is 0

Pearson chi-square test was applied to sets of categorical data in this study to evaluate
how likely that any observed difference between sets happened because of chance. The Pearson
chi-square test tested the null hypothesis for frequency distribution of certain events observed in
a sample is consistent with a particular distribution. The events tested by the chi-square test are
mutually exclusive and have a total probability of 1.
The two outcomes from the experiment that are likely to occur either the software
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security control will work or it will not work. The test of goodness of fit established whether an
observed frequency distribution differs from a theoretical distribution and the test of
homogeneity compares the distribution counts for two or more groups using the same categorical
variable. The test of independence assesses whether unpaired observations on two variables
expressed in a contingency table are independent of each other. The software security control of
the Microsoft 4.5 secure software design pattern versus no software security design pattern.
First the chi-squared statistic was calculated which is a normalized sum of squared deviations
between observed and theoretical frequencies.
In order to determine degrees of freedom or a test for a goodness of fit. Which is the number of
categories reduced by the number of parameters for the fitted distribution.
Test of homogeneity formula is df = (Rows -1) * (Cols – 1) where rows correspond to the
number of categories and the rows in the selected contingency table. The columns correspond to
the number of independent groups the desired p value or alpha value for the test is .05.
Compare the X to the 2nd power from the chi-square distribution which degrees of
freedom (DF) and the selected confidence level. One sided test which is just one direction is the
test value greater than the critical value? Which therefore gives a good approximation of
distribution of the X to the 2 nd power.
N observations is divided among n cells. A simple application is to test the hypothesis that the
general population values would occur with equal frequency. Discrete uniform distribution

𝐸𝑖= 𝑁
𝑛
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and the reduction in the degrees of freedom is p = 1 notionally because the observed frequencies

𝑂𝑖
are constrained to the sum of N
calculating the test-statistic
The 5% critical value from the standard normal distribution is 0. Therefore, the equation of the
Z-value gives a corresponding sample mean value of
Equation 2: Statistical test for power

𝑍=

−
×−𝜇0
𝜎
( )
√𝑛

standard deviation is .00000
Z=0
P(Z >-0) = 1
The power of the test is 100 percent in general tests with 80 percent power and higher are
considered to be statistically powerful. To increase the power of the test you need to increase the
sample size, increase the effect size the difference between the null and alternative values to be
detected, increase the significance or alpha of the test and finally decrease the variability of the
sample.
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Figure 2: The execution of the cross-site scripting script to the user
Figure two is the execution of the malicious cross-site scripting vulnerability to the user. The
user is provided with a popup box with the string stating that the page is “vulnerable to XSS”.
XSS is an abbreviation for cross-site scripting.
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Figure 3: The blocking of cross-site scripting with the Microsoft 4.5 framework
Figure three is the Microsoft 4.5 Security framework secure software design pattern validating
the input of the string and encoding the output of the string, thus blocking the malicious crosssite scripting attack.
With each of the n values being 100 and the chi-result being zero, there is a 95 percent
confidence we can reject the null hypothesis. This means that there is some kind of correlation
between the Microsoft 4.5 security framework and the prevention of reflected cross-site
scripting. We cannot jump the gun and claim a causal relationship between the Microsoft 4.5
framework secure software design pattern and the prevention of reflective cross-site scripting.
Summary of Chapter
The data was collected by first creating two C# .NET applications. One in Visual Studio
2010 development environment without the software security controls of the Microsoft 4.5
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framework secure software design pattern and one in Visual Studio 2015 development
environment with the Microsoft 4.5 .NET framework secure software design pattern. Once the
applications were written the applications were build and compiled to the local host. A proxy
was set up on Mozilla Firefox and Burp Suite professional intercepted the POST data between
the client and the server. The string input “matt” was used to test the functionality of the
application. Then the malicious cross-site scripting script was used from Madou et al. (2008).
The results of the malicious cross-site scripting script were recorded for whether or not the crosssite scripting script was successful. The HTTP response code was also recorded. In all twohundred times the HTTP response code was 200 or OK. For the Visual Studio 2010 application
the malicious cross-site scripting script was executed in all one-hundred tests. This result was
represented by a binary one. For the Visual Studio 2015 application the malicious script was
never successful in all one-hundred attempts and this was represented by a binary zero. This
data was then analyzed using IBM SPSS and by hand with a chi-square table.
In conclusion, this chapter discussed the findings of the quantitative traditional
experimental design research project with a 95 percent significance to reject the null-hypothesis
and the research appeared to show a relationship between the presence of cross-site scripting and
the use of the Microsoft 4.5 security framework secure software design pattern. This chapter
discussed the findings of the research study and analyzed the results of the quantitative study
with statistical methods such as chi-squared. The p = value was zero so there is a rejection of the
null hypothesis that the Microsoft 4.5 framework secure software design pattern does not prevent
reflective cross-site scripting. The final chapter offers a discussion of the findings, what those
findings mean to the field of software security, implications for scholar-practitioners and areas of
future research to build on this study of secure software design patterns.
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Table 3: Sample of Insecure code and Secure Software Design Patterns
Control

Cross-site scripting

Insecure Code

N= 100

Microsoft 4.5

Secure Code

N=100

Framework Security Control

Table three shows the results of the data with the insecure code and the Microsoft 4.5
Framework secure software design pattern. With the insecure code the cross-site scripting attack
pattern was executed all one-hundred times. With the Microsoft 4.5 secure software design
pattern the malicious cross-site scripting artifact was blocked all one-hundred times. For all twohundred cases the HTTP response code was 200 or OK.
In conclusion, this chapter discussed the findings of the research of the Microsoft .NET
4.5 software security pattern. This pattern with a high level of confidence appeared to prevent
reflective cross-site scripting. The next chapter will offer a conclusion of the findings and areas
of further research, to help benefit scholar practitioners in the creation of more secure software
with secure software design patterns.
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Chapter Five
This dissertation studied secure software design patterns in preventing reflected cross-site
scripting. A literature review was conducted on software security patterns that software security
during software design, and then described a research methods section for a quantitative
traditional study. The study required the development of two separate C# applications. One
application used Visual Studio 2010 and the other used the Visual Studio 2015 development
environment and the Microsoft 4.5 security framework secure software design pattern. The
results of the study were statistically analyzed in the results chapter of the dissertation using the
statistical chi-square test. This chapter offers detailed findings and conclusions, limitations of
the study, the implications for practice in the software security field, and the areas for future
research in secure software design patterns.
Findings and Conclusions
This final chapter interprets the findings related to the scope of the study and the
contributions it discovered. Chapter five also discussed the research method used for the study
as well as the statistical analysis of the results. Finally, this chapter offered a conclusion of the
study and areas of future research for future scholar practitioners. The research findings appear
that with a 95 percent level of confidence the Microsoft 4.5 security pattern prevents reflective
cross-site scripting. In the first test without the security control of the Microsoft 4.5 framework
the malicious script executed all one hundred times. With the security control the malicious
script did not execute once out of one hundred attempts. The request and HTTP response result
was recorded in both experiments with a result of 200 or OK all two-hundred tests. The results
of the research appeared to be a perfect one to one correlation which was not expected. The
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results of the chi-square test was zero, suggesting a perfect correlation and the rejection of the
null-hypothesis with a p value of .05. This research concludes with a high level of confidence
that the Microsoft software security pattern does indeed prevent cross-site scripting. The results
of this research supported the notion that a secure software design pattern prevented software
security vulnerabilities in specific laboratory tests. The ease of use of the built-in Microsoft 4.5
security framework by Visual Studio developers all but eliminated reflective cross-site scripting
in .NET. This means that Microsoft has built-in anti-cross-site scripting secure software design
pattern in the Microsoft 4.5 Security framework. This pattern validates input and encodes output
to prevent the malicious cross-site scripting which allows developers to prevent reflective crosssite scripting in the Microsoft C# .NET programming language.
Effective use of the secure software design pattern required the use of Visual Studio 2015
to ensure that the mitigating software security control was in place. The findings found with a 95
percent confidence to reject the null hypothesis. This allowed for the research to accept the fact
the study supported the use of the Microsoft 4.5 Security framework to prevent reflective crosssite scripting when using the C# programming language with the Visual Studio 2015
development environment.
This experiment achieved a perfect co-relation which proves binary and computer science
is a one or a zero, it either works or it doesn’t. This is a perfect example of the foundations of
binary and computer science working. If you follow x and y instructions you should get z. If
you do not follow x and y instructions you will not get z. The experiment can be written in “an
if, then else” statement. It is good that Microsoft was proactive with software security to build
the cross-site scripting library into the new .NET framework. It could however be that
programmers are writing insecure code and just putting a Band-Aid on the problem of insecure
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code by using this Microsoft Security Framework secure software design pattern. Even though
the new .NET framework secure software design pattern prevents cross-site scripting, white list
input validation and output encoding should be put in place to add another layer of defense to the
software application. A pattern is defined by a repeatable use of applied steps to achieve a goal.
In the case of the secure software design pattern of Microsoft .NET 4.5 Security Framework
pattern the pattern had built-in repeatable steps that prevented reflective cross-site scripting. The
use of this pattern allows for knowledge sharing between developers and more secure software
developed.
Limitations of the Study
The limitations of this research was that at the study only examined one type of software
security vulnerability, reflective cross-site scripting. The study employed the Microsoft C#
programming language and .NET. The lab environment did not reproduce a live production
development environment for software development. Therefore, the findings could not be
generalized to a live production software development environment.
This study only looked at C# .NET application that was developed in Visual Studio 2010
and Visual Studio 2015. The test results are limited to those development environments and the
programming language C#. The script was in pure JavaScript form and was not specially
encoded to bypass Cross-Site Scripting filters.
Implications for Practice
The implications for further practice suggested that developers and software security
practitioners should use the Microsoft 4.5 framework secure software design pattern in
preventing reflective cross-site scripting. Developers should not use older versions of Visual
Studio prior to Visual Studio 2015 to take advantage of these benefits, and should make sure that
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they use the Microsoft 4.5 .NET security framework secure software design pattern to prevent
reflective cross-site scripting. This research verified that the Microsoft 4.5 security framework
secure software design pattern can integrate security early on in the development cycle instead of
a response mode after the code is already developed in the operations phase. Far too often
information security administrators are putting a Bandaid on the problem of insecure software
applications. Using secure software design patterns like McGraw and others suggested allow for
security to be built into the software security development life cycle and reduce the number of
likely software security exploits and reduce cost and time to fix software security vulnerabilities.
The use of secure software patterns allow for software security knowledge sharing among
developers without much experience in software security.
Implications of Study and Recommendations for Future Research
Further research needs to examine the newly released Visual Studio 2017 environment.
This study also recommends that other programming languages be investigated in the prevention
of reflective cross-site scripting. Forthcoming research should investigate other software
security patterns that can be used to prevent other software security vulnerabilities. Additional
research should also be conducted with HTTP GET requests instead of just a HTTP POST
request, to test against cross-site scripting with a similar lab environment set up with Visual
Studio 2010 and Visual Studio 2015. Visual Studio 2017 needs to be tested and verified to see if
the software security pattern works in that development environment. Visual Studio 2010 and
below should not be used to ensure software security against reflective cross-site scripting in the
Microsoft .NET programming language.
Forthcoming research should investigate software security patterns for other software
security vulnerabilities like SQL injection, cross-site request forgery, insecure object reference
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and directory traversal. These mitigating software security patterns should be used to help
disseminate software security patterns to scholar practitioners and developers. Software security
patterns in other languages like Java, Ruby, Python and other should be investigated to prevent
software security vulnerabilities. Research should also be conducted to find software security
patterns in the prevention of software security vulnerabilities in mobile application development
like iOS and Android. Software security patterns and bayesian predictive modeling ought to be
investigated in the future, to prevent software security exploits in the future.
The opportunities include investigating self-healing software security applications and
how to develop them so software applications can protect themselves in real time. Software
security design pattern spell checkers should be developed so software developers can write
more secure code as they program in their development environment. Updated software security
design pattern online knowledge base on secure software design patterns should be created for
reference in developing secure software. Further research may discover opportunities when
examining the HTTP GET requests instead of just a HTTP POST request to test against CrossSite Scripting in a lab environment testing several versions of Visual Studio 2010 and Visual
Studio 2015 to determine the potential vulnerabilities and if the software security pattern stands
up to rigorous testing. A new version of Visual Studio 2017 launched at the end of this study,
and as new software tools emerge, so does the need for additional testing and the identification
of new software security patterns. Visual Studio 2017 should be tested to make sure that the
mitigating software security patterns are used in this version of the development
environment. Other malicious java script files should be used to test cross-site scripting against
various types of programming languages. Encoded JavaScript files should also be examined
with malicious cross-site scripting attacks.
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Supplementary research should also be conducted with a larger sample size and the
possible use of Big Data analytics for Bayesian predictive modeling of software also be
investigated for secure software design patterns. Patterns for Cloud environments should also be
investigated. Extra research should be conducted using qualitative methods to evaluate themes
in secure software design patterns. A design science research study should also be conducted to
create and evaluate more secure software design patterns. Further research should also be
investigated other software security patterns that can be used to prevent other types software
security vulnerabilities. The results of this research supported the literature that secure software
design patterns prevent software security vulnerabilities. The ease of use of the built-in Microsoft
4.5 security framework by Visual Studio developers should all but eliminate reflective cross-site
scripting in .NET. Developers need to make sure they are using at least Visual Studio 2015 with
the Microsoft 4.5 framework to determine this mitigating software security control is in place to
prevent reflective cross-site scripting. Additional research should be conducted with Visual
Studio 2017 needs to be tested and verified to see if the software security pattern works in that
development environment. Visual Studio 2010 and below should not be used to guarantee
software security against reflective cross-site scripting in the programming language C#.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the Microsoft 4.5 .NET framework apparently has stopped reflective crosssite scripting. For further areas of research Visual Studio 2013 should be tested to see if
reflective cross-site scripting is exploitable. Visual Studio 2017 should also be explored to see if
the framework from Visual Studio 2015 still blocks the pattern in Visual Studio 2017. There
should also be other software security patterns investigated that prevent cross-site request forgery
and SQL injection. For cross-site scripting other languages should be explored in the creation of
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reusable patterns for the prevention of cross-site scripting. These other languages should include
Java, PHP, Python, Ruby, and Visual Basic.
This dissertation evaluated the effectiveness of the Microsoft 4.5 Software Security
framework pattern in the prevention of reflective cross-site scripting and verified that this
framework was an acceptable pattern in preventing reflective cross-site scripting. The study also
proposed a quantitative traditional research experiment; and conducted a research experiment of
programming two .NET applications, one in Visual Studio 2010 and the other in Visual Studio
2015 with the Microsoft 4.5 security framework. The research study from Madou et al. was used
to test the fitness of the source code, and the secure software design pattern from Microsoft,
appeared to be successful in the prevention of reflected cross-site scripting (2008). Statistical
analysis was conducted to verify the results of the research and with a p value of zero there
appears to be a strong correlation with the use of the Microsoft 4.5 framework software security
pattern and the prevention of reflective cross-site scripting. Further research should be explored
with other software security vulnerabilities, different programming languages and other secure
software design patterns. Extending the study to investigate other security vulnerabilities and
programming platforms for C# and related languages may uncover additional insights in secure
software design pattern construction and application.
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Appendix A: Code Written for the Experiment

Source Code Visual Studio 2010
index.aspx
<%@ Page Language="C#" AutoEventWireup="true" CodeFile="index.aspx.cs"
Inherits="index" %>
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head id="Head1" runat="server">
<title></title>
</head>
<body>
<form id="form1" runat="server">
<div>
<asp:TextBox ID="txb_FName" runat = "server"></asp:TextBox>
<asp:Button ID="submitButton" runat ="server" Text="Submit"
PostBackUrl="~/SecondPage.aspx" />
</div>
</form>
</body>
</html>

index.aspx.cs
using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Web;
using System.Web.UI;
using System.Web.UI.WebControls;
public partial class index : System.Web.UI.Page
{
protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
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}

}

SecondPage.aspx
<%@ Page Language="C#" AutoEventWireup="true"
CodeFile="SecondPage.aspx.cs" Inherits="SecondPage" %>
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head runat="server">
<title></title>
</head>
<body>
<form id="form1" runat="server">
<div>
<asp:Label ID="lbl_fName" runat="server"></asp:Label>
</div>
</form>
</body>
</html>

SecondPage.aspx.cs
using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Web;
using System.Web.UI;
using System.Web.UI.WebControls;
public partial class SecondPage : System.Web.UI.Page
{
protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
string fName = Request.Form["txb_FName"];
lbl_fName.Text = fName;
}
}
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web.config
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!-For more information on how to configure your ASP.NET application,
please visit
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=169433
-->
<configuration>
<system.web>
<httpRuntime requestValidationMode="2.0"/>
<compilation debug="true"/>
<pages validateRequest="false" />
</system.web>
</configuration>

Source Code Visual Studio 2015

index.aspx
<%@ Page Language="C#" AutoEventWireup="true" CodeFile="index.aspx.cs"
Inherits="index" %>
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head runat="server">
<title></title>
</head>
<body>
<form id="form1" runat="server">
<div>
<asp:TextBox ID="txb_FName" runat = "server"></asp:TextBox>
<asp:Button ID="submitButton" runat ="server" Text="Submit"
PostBackUrl="~/SecondPage.aspx" />
</div>
</form>
</body>
</html>
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Index.aspx.cs
using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Web;
using System.Web.UI;
using System.Web.UI.WebControls;
public partial class index : System.Web.UI.Page
{
protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
}
}

SecondPage.aspx
<%@ Page Language="C#" AutoEventWireup="true"
CodeFile="SecondPage.aspx.cs" Inherits="SecondPage" %>
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head runat="server">
<title></title>
</head>
<body>
<form id="form1" runat="server">
<div>
<asp:Label ID="lbl_fName" runat="server"></asp:Label>
</div>
</form>
</body>
</html>
SecondPage.aspx.cs
using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Web;
using System.Web.UI;
using System.Web.UI.WebControls;
public partial class SecondPage : System.Web.UI.Page
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{

protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
string fName = Request.Form["txb_FName"];
lbl_fName.Text = fName;
}

}
web.config
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!-For more information on how to configure your ASP.NET application,
please visit
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=169433
-->
<configuration>
<system.web>
<compilation debug="true" targetFramework="4.5.2" />
<httpRuntime targetFramework="4.5.2" />
</system.web>
</configuration>
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the first step to creating this experiment is to open Visual Studio 2010
This is the Visual Studio 2010 Integrated Development Environment (IDE).

Figure 4: The steps to create a new project in Visual Studio 2010
This is where the researcher created a new project.
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Figure 5: The steps to create a new project in Visual Studio 2010
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This is where the researcher created an empty ASP.NET Website in C#.

Figure 6: The steps to create an Empty website in Visual Studio 2010
This is where the layout to the website is located.
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Figure 7: The solution explorer in Visual Studio 2010
This is where the code was addded to the website.
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Figure 8: The steps to create a new file in Visual Studio 2010
This is where the webform was created on the web page to accept string input from the user.
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Figure 9: The steps to create a new webform in Visual Studio 2010
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adding a file.
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Figure 10: The steps to add a web form in Visual Studio 2010
Adding a web form to accept string input from the user.
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Figure 11: The creation of the second webpage that is going to display the string in Visual
Studio 2010.
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Figure 12: The layout of the website in Visual Studio 2010
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Figure 13: The building of the website in Visual Studio 2010
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Figure 14: The running of the website in Visual Studio 2010
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Figure 15: The listing of the file in Visual Studio 2010
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Figure 16: The solution explorer of the files in Visual Studio 2010
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Figure 17: The normal use case for the application with input from a webform
The normal usecase of the website the website accepting the string input of the string “matt”
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Figure 18: The input of the string “matt” into the webform
The normal use case of the website the second page POST of the string “matt”
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Figure 19. The display of the string “matt” onto the second web page.
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Figure 20: The configuration settings of the proxy for the proxy tool to work.
The string name “matt” inputted into the webform.
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Figure 21: The Secure software design pattern blocking malicious cross-site scripting

The intercepting of Burp Suite pro.
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Figure 22: The use of the proxy tool with the malicious cross-site scripting attack
pattern.

The creation of a web form in Visual Studio 2015.
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Figure 23: The creation of a web form in Visual Studio 2015

The layout of the Visual Studio 2015 project.
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Figure 24: The Visual Studio 2015 Solution

The creation of a webform in Visual Studio 2015.
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Figure 25: The creation of a web form in Visual Studio 2015

The adding of a file in Visual Studio 2015.
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Figure 26: Adding a file in Visual Studio 2015

This is the insecure Visual Studio 2010 code with the malicious Cross-Site Scripting Exploit.
This is before the Microsoft 4.5 Security Framework is applied to the Microsoft C# .NET
application.
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Figure 27: The malicious cross-site scripting attack pattern executing on the insecure
application.
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Figure 28: Organization of Source Code Files for Visual Studio 2010 Solution
Figure twenty-eight is an organization of the source code files for Visual Studio 2010.
The aspx pages are on the front end of the website and the .aspx.cs pages are the back end where
the functional logic of the code belongs. The web.config file has the settings of the application
inside of it.

Figure 29: Organization of Source Code Files for Visual Studio 2015 Solution
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Figure twenty-nine is an organization of the source code files for Visual Studio 2015.
The aspx pages are on the front end of the website and the .aspx.cs pages are the back end where
the functional logic of the code belongs much like the Visual Studio 2010 source code. The
web.config file has the settings of the application inside of it, including the Microsoft 4.5
Security framework software security pattern.

Figure 30: The web form that accepts string input from the user

Figure thirty is the web page of Index.aspx that accepts string input from the user. Once the user
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enters the string input the results of the string are sent to the second page through an HTTP
POST request.

Figure 31: Burp Suite Pro and the interception of a POST request
Figure thirty-one is an image of the proxy tool Burp Suite Pro that intercepts the data
between the POST request and response of the string input of the web application. In the field of
txb_FName the malicious cross-site scripting script is injected in the POST HTTP request.
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Figure 32: The string “matt” entered into the web form
Figure thirty-two is how the application is supposed to work inputting the string “matt”
and then having as submit button to POST the results of the string onto the next page.
With the Microsoft 4.5 framework software security pattern the malicious cross-site scripting
script failed to execute all 100 times.
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Figure 33: The string “matt” displayed on the second web page

Figure thirty-three is the proper way that the website should function displaying the string input
of “matt”.
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Figure 34: The diagram of how the website works with the Burp Suite Proxy tool
Figure thirty-four is a visual representation of how the client request data from the local
host sever and there is an HTTP response. The response is OK or the response code 200. Burp
Suite Pro, a proxy tool intercepts the request and response for input. At this point in the diagram
the malicious cross-site scripting script is inserted.
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Figure 35: The normal website request and response to the server

Figure thirty-five is the normal request and response between a client and the local host server.
The client does an HTTP POST request to the local host server and the server replies with an
HTTP POST response with the data and the response code of 200 or OK.
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